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I~Dt:STRIAL AND COMMERCIAL RESEARCH iii 

AUTHOR'S i\OTE 

In this attempt to deal comprehensively with some problems which 
are common to both the natural-science and the social-science types 
of research in industry, the author has fortunately secured materials, 
advice and criticisms from a considerable range of people having inti
mate knowledge of yarious phases of the subject. 

Many of these informants were found on the staff of the uni
versity of Michigan. Professor C. ~. Schmalz and Dean C. E. Grif
fin gave assistance on commercial research, Professor C. B. Gordy, 
on industrial engineering, and Professor C. S. Yoakum, on personnel 
research. An outstanding obligation is felt to\vard the University's 
Department of Engineering Research. Director Albert E. White as
sisted in making contacts with business establishments and placed his 
own comprehensive knowledge at our disposal; and his colleagues, Pro

fessors Alfred H. White and \V. L. Badger, were sources of constant 
information and encouragement. 

Among the numerous persons in the business world who co-oper
ated, three must be specifically mentioned. Mr. John Mills, of the 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, has assisted the author's studies in indus
trial progress for seyeral years. The following pages bear witness, 
also, through frequent references. to the helpful publications and let
ters of Dr. C. E. K. Mees, of the Eastman Kodak Company and to 
the remarkable co-operation of Rowntree and Compa~y, Limited. 
Major L. Urwick, late Organizing Secretary of the latter firm (now 
Director of the International Management Institute) has been most 
generous, indeed, in his help. 

Thanks are due to the American Management Association and its 
Managing Director, Mr. W. J. Donald, for making valuable material 
accessible and for giving the author opportunity to present a shorter 
paper, based on this study, at their convention in Chicago, November, 
1928. The papers given there and remarks made are being published 
by the Association and those relating to research will be useful to any
one interested in the following study. 
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INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL RESEARCH: 
FUNCTIONS, FINANCES, ORGANIZA TIOX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study analyzes the functions and methods of practically
directed research-not only the strictly scientific sort but the more 
nearly routine types of systematic development of products and meth
ods, as well. Apparently over one hundred millions of dollars are now 
spent annually by American business for such work. Standard bud
gets based on expenditures of various companies for research and 
development are not yet available, partly because terminology is not 
yet uniform. A few examples are given, such as the annual outlay 
of Rowntree and Company, Limited, estimated at about 1.2 percent of 
net sales, and that of Leeds and Northrup Company, which has approx
imated 3 per cent during the past ten years. 

On the basis of this study, the following conclusions seem justified: 

I. How much money an individual firm may prudently spend on 
research depends upon such factors as its size, scope of operations 
(integration), and educational needs, as well as upon the co-operative 
research services available. 

2. Companies carrying on numerous types of business have spe
cial inducements to undertake research work because their fields of 
possible applications of scientific discoveries are relatively large. 

3. Consolidations seem not to have been much influenced by gains 
expected from centralized research, but they probably will be in the 
future. 

4. Co-operative arrangements are increasing rapidly. One of 
these, the ordinary consulting relationship between commercial labora
tory or practitioner and client. has some special advantages where 
secrecy and unrestricted ownership of results is essential. The uni
versities and government departments, which often possess superior 
equipment and personnel, are also co-operating with individual busi
ness in many ways, for example, through the fellowships maintained 
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by yanous firms. Large and limited trade associations, too, support 

fellO\\'shijl~, maintain laboratories, and exchange statistical data for 

business research. Small cOJ~cerns may find this development a means 

of st1l'yinl, but thus iar large ones seem to co-operate better than 

small. 

J' The difficllltie~ of measuring retUrI1~ 1rol1] research are partly 

diplomatic. Research people have to ayoid antagonizing the operating 

personnel hy seemin::; to claim too much credit for savings due to im

proved methods, ~ol11e degree of measurement, ho\\"eyer. i" often 

practicable. 

0, Organization of re~earch illyolycs problems of selectin~'. train

lIlg. and stimulating the \vorkers in this fielcl. and of making re"earch 

organs assi-t in the training of experts and executives as \yell. Btlt 

the matter most considered here is centralization. Complete central

ization of research awl deyclopment. of all kinds and degrees is \"Cry 

rarely found. hut some tendencies are \yorking in this direction. Engi

neering and technical lal)(lratories are frequently under the ,iurisdic

tinn. not of the pn-,rluction manager. but of a special director; ane! 

commercial H'-earch, 1('0. i" often supen'ised by a chief \\-ho reports 

to the pre-ident, _\11 H"'ea1Th has somethin!:; 1n C0111I1]On: the que~

tioning spirit. and thc l1~l' of hasic statistical and hi,tnrical methods. 

Some central sen-icc" may \\'cll be arl\'i"able. as is thl' ca,e in office 

and personnel management. Btlt, as the major executi\c~ !Jc'C(ll1le in

creasingly familiar l,oth ,,'itl! the necessity of continnous planning for 

progress and \\'ith re,earch methods, each may he heJd increasingly 

responsible for prll!C.Tl·~'; \yithin his O\\"n depar::ne11t. nrg:1],iziJlg j():' 

it in his o\\"n \\'ay. subject to central sen-ices and criticism, Something 

of the research spirit can perhaps be conveyed to all \\'Orker5 high 

and lo\\". 

AGI:;:\Clf.S fOR PROGRESS-WORK: STAFF AND LINE 

Research methods arc rapidly finding ne\\" footholds in all man

ner of industrial and husiness concerns. ;( ot less than one hundred 

million dollars a year is no\\" spent by American business for this pur

pose; and this figure may be multiplied or divided almost at \yill. de

pending on one's definition of "research." \Vhen properly used. these 
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actiyities in the long run are highly prohtalJle, and any concern \yhich 

lags behind competition by failing to proyide for premeditated prog

ress is simply illYiting bankruptcy. ~I) industry can no\\' rely safely 

on the "alibi," "Our business is different." \\'hate\'er is being done 

can always be done hetter; and sy:'tematic inYC~tigations or fact-fintl

ing studies, consciously desiglled to impro\'C: 011 the present methods, 

are usually more dependable "ource~ of impro\'ement than are hit

or-miss inspirations. "Research is perhaps the greatest gamble in the 

world for a single Yellture or for one \Jer~oll." as Dr. L. \ '. Retlman 

of the Bakelite Corporation recently told the Institute of Chemistry, 

"but it is the sure~t thing in the world when spread oyer a whole 

nation." Like\\'i~e. it is a greater gamble for a small concern than 

ror a large one, but through a \\'idenin.~ yariety of co-operatiYe. educa

tional. and commercial agencie:i small Lusinesses are becoming able to 

buy what sen-ice they need a" they find it necessary. 

I n\'estor,; are begillning to realize all thi~. .-\ ~C\\' England exec

utiye is quoted as saying; "For some years I haw maintained the 

policy of im',::sting in no e~tal)li:,hl1lem \\'hich does not maintain a re

-earch departmellt. either as ;lll illtl'~r;d pan of its organization or 

I)y retaining adequate ~cil'ntijic -er\'icl'~ in such a manner as to keep 

in c1o~e contact \\'ith 11e\\' cle\"dopl1lclt" \\'hich might ha\'e a hearing 

','n the C1)1l1pany's pro,perity," .-\ iew iJanking il1~titutions are taking 

;. "imibr \'i~\\': inr in-lance a Detroit lrl1'l ctll11pany !la:, rctainecl 1111.' 

L'niYcl ~i ty 0 i ~ r ichi!;an's Department of EI l~ineeril1g Research as a 

"ort uf appraiser of the research situation~ of client''. 

The present study differs from most of the enormous literature 

un practical research. in that it attempt5 to "iew as a \\'hole the vari

<Jus research and de\'elopment types." Commonly the discllssions are 

confined to but one part of the field-11511ally either the natural-science, 
laboratory, technical. engineering type ("industrial" research in the 

narrow sense), or the social-science. economic-statistical. business-man

agement type (sometimes broadly called "commercial" or "manage

:nent" research). \ \' e attempt. in thC'~e pages. to bring Ollt some of 

the fundamental prolJlcms of finance and direction which are com

mon to all sorts of practically directed research, giving just enough 

attention to methods employed to make clear what we are talking 
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about, and how the yarious types may be provided. These materials, 
it is hoped, may be helpful toward answering questions like these: 
\Vhat sort of systematic research and creative planning work, if any, 
does a given concern need? How much money can it profitable spend 
on such activities? Which of them should be provided through in
ternal departments? \Yhich done outside, and where? In what ways 
is it expedient to subsidize practical research, by public or philanthropic 
funds? For the purpose of securing the needed information numer
ous inquiries were made, by personal visits and correspondence. Some 
experiments were made with questionnaires, in the hope of present
ing information in quantitative form; but both the breadth of our 
inquiry, and the unsettled state of vocabulary relating to it, make use
ful results of this sort appear unduly expensive at the present time.! 

Definitiolls. "Research" is a somewhat slippery term and thought 
too "high-brow" by some business people. How shall we use it and 
related terms in the following discussion? In the narrower sense, 
research means the impartial, critical, carefully controlled, and (where 
possible) quantitative study which extends the frontier of a sci
!nce. Ordinarily the earmark of such work is publication of results 
in the scientific journals. Research of this fundamental type is car
ried on increasingly in industry; and few sciences, if any, have not 
felt the impact of profit-motivated investment in it. But from the 
economic and business standpoints, such research has much in com
mon with many less digniled sorts of pioneering and "fact-finding". 
\Ve need often to keep in view the whole array of specialized workers 
who continuously and systematically investigate either practical or the
oretical problems for the benefit of their employers, and who only 
incidentally perform other functions, such as carrying on production 
routines or creating propaganda. For the sake of brevity we may 
sometimes stretch the expression "industrial and commercial research" 
to include a confusing variety of departmental names; for example, 

!Some directories of research agencies and publications are cited below, espe
cially on pp. 16 and Ii. In addition see "Business Research Activities" in The 
Management Review, December, 1927, pp. 399-401, and the series on Better Busi
ness Through Research by The New England Council and Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company. 
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Laboratory, Development, Progress, Statistical, Engineering, Planning, 
Standards, Methods, and Market Analysis. }Iany or most of the 
people working in these systematic-improvement jobs, indeed, do not 
have advanced scientific training, and their problems are so narrow 
or common place as to have no general significance for science. "De
velopment" or "progress" are doubtless more accurate terms for them. 
The scientific researchers are the higher officers; the development 
\\'orkers are the non-commissioned officers, of the army of progress. ~ 

And we must not overlook the indispensable privates of this prog

ress-army. The current iiterature of industrial research often exag
gerates the part of formal research in the totality of industrial prog
ress, ~ometimes by unduly extending the concept "research" to include 
bright ideas of all sorts, however they are hit upon. Yet the "line" 
organization, from general manager to common laborer must always 
contain brains of a highly creative order, otherwise the day-to-day 

operating and marketing resistances would not be promptly overcome. 

These people, of course, outnumber, by hundreds to one, the "staff" 

people whose primary specialty is creation of new products and meth

ods. Consequently, in the aggregate, the contributions to progress 

~"Doubtless you are accustomed to thinking of research as an adventure into 
the realms of the absolutely unknown. A department capable of research in 
this sense will only be possible in a small business when that business happens 
to have in it a real scientist. But every technical business (and what manufac
turing business is not technical?) is continually con fronted with the need of 
more information than is possessed by its regular staff in regard to processes, 
characteristics of materials, etc., and if it is to develop realizes that it must 
find new fields for its product and find new products to sell. The most advan
tageous solution oi probl@ms of this character can not be left to people who 
are busied with the routine prohlems of sales and production. They can best 
be handled by a staff, even if a very small one, set aside for this purpose. I 
want to suggest that any department having such functions may be called a 
research department. and that industrial research may be defined for any gi\"en 
establishment as all that class of work which enlarges the technical horizon of 
the establishment beyond what is necessary for the routine production and test 
of its product. And I should want to have it called a research department even 
if the research be chiefly carried on in libraries or other places for the purpose 
of bringing information, elsewhere well known, to an establishment to which that 
information happens to be new." M. B. Leeds. "Industrial Research in Small 
Establishments," SciCliCt'. N. S., L (~O\-ember 14, 1919), 445-.f48. 

Compare p. IO below. 
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of the line and of the non-research staff are bound to be very great. 
It is clear, then, that the manager's development and research policy. 
broadly considered, should include all feasible methods of energizing 
the whole force to think more continuously and effectively toward 
finding better ways-by means of an employees' suggestion plan, for 
example, but it should also provide for setting some people at creative 
work. with special facilities, for all or most of their time. 

fL':\CTIO:\S: THE KINDS OF INDCSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL RESEARCH 

The foregoing general "iew of development, progress, and re
search-planning specialists may now be supplemented by a more detailed 
analysis of their functions and methods. For this purpose any or 
all of se"eral points of view may be adopted, especiaIly 

a. that of departmental lines of business organization-produc
tion, sales, etc.; 

b. that of peculiarities of industries, such as manufacturing, mer

cantile; 

c. that of fundamental research methods and principles employed; 

and 

d. that of agencies through which research is financed and or

ganized, such as internal departments, consulting special

ists, trade associations. 

In the present section we shall make some use of each of these stand
points and the materials thus made available will be applied in the 
following sections to problems of finance and organization. 

Departmental lines; production research and development: The 
major functions which have been recognized by means of distinct 
departments, in substantiaIly all but the smaIl est businesses, are (a) 
Production (or operating); (b) Sales; (c) Offices and Accounting; 
and (d) Finance. Among mechanical industries, a division of (e) 
Engineering is practically universal. The newer major divisions, now 
struggling for places in the sun, include (f) Personnel or Employ
ment or Industrial Relations, (g) Purchasing, (h) Credits and Col
lections. and (i) Traffic. In connection with all such types of work, 
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and their nUl11erou~ sub-types, we may find specialized research units, 
internal or external. The laboratories and other research units in the 
service of production are more conspicuous, and have had a longer 
history than the progress-units of other divisions; but these facts do 
not necessarily indicate that this type of industrial research is more 

important for a business today than any of the other types mentioned. 
Chart I shows the location of units which perform the research 

and development functions in Rowntree and Company, Limited, of 
York, England, manufacturers of cocoa products employing about 

7000 people. In the Appendix (p. 65) are given notes indicating fur
ther the nature of these units. This organization is scar~ely "typical" 
of medium-sized manufacturing enterprises. It is rather unusually 
elaborate on the research and progress side, but for that reason it is 
especially helpful in supplying us concrete examples, as our description 
in more general terms proceeds. 

Starting on the natural-science and engineering side of the main 
fence running through the research world, we may notice first the 
ordinary testing or control laboratories, whose operations are almost 
purely routine. These departments test samples of molten metal, corn 
flakes, coal, or what not, in order to see whether the batch is ready 
for pouring, or whether a seller has deliyered materials up to speci
fications. Such work is clearly not research, yet it is not unusual (as 
in Chart I, E) to use some of the control laboratory's apparatus and 
personnel in the service of really creatiye work-finding comparative 
values of experimental products, or at least imprm·ing the testing rou
tines. A rubber company's research manager has said that "the factory 
control is never quite distinguishable from research." 

A.t the other extreme from the purely control laboratory is the 
laboratory which is devoted mainly to fundamental or pure science 
research. Among the statements made recently by nearly 1000 Amer
ican companies to the National Research Council. gi\·ing data con
cerning their "industrial research laboratories", one finds not infre
quent mention of fundamental research on the properties of metals, 
gases, electric forces, etc., which are important to the employer's art 
in the long run, but hold out no promise of immediate profit. 3 Inter-

3X ational Research Council, Washington. Bulletin K o. 60, July, 1927. 
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CHART I-LocATION OF UXITS DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AXD PROGRESS 
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o Circles and capitals indicate location of Research and Progress work. 
(See Appendix for further description) 

Broken lines indicates co-operative or committee relations within com
pany. 

Chain lines indicate liaison with outside research organizations. 
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mediate between the purely control laboratory and the purely research 
laboratory are the departments often styled devclopmcllt, whose job 
is ordinarily schematized as the reduction to commercial practice of 
discoveries made in the scientific laboratories. In the outstanding 
industrial research organization. like those of the big electrical and 
chemical companies, actual organization lines conform in some degree 
to the above distinctions. Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated, for 
instance, contains departments designated Research, .\pparatus Develop
ment, Syste111~ Development, Outside-plant Development. Their other 
principal unit-the Inspection Department-is also devoted to develop
ment of the manufacturing inspection art in their industry. The 
Eastman Kodak Company maintains separate diyisions of scientific and 
developmental research within its laboratories. 

The distinction we have just made i~ elaborated by Dr. ~Iees, 

director of the Eastman Kodak Company's laboratories, in the follow
ing excerpts: 

"[Dcyelopment) is iounded upon pure research done in the scientific depart
ment, which undertakes the necessary practical research 011 ne\y products or 
processes as long as they are en the laboratory scale, and then transfers the work 
to special deyelopment departments which form an intermediate stage bet\\'een 
the laboratory and the manuiacturing department [They are) reaJIy small 
scale manuiacturing departments .... 

"The commonest mistake is to transier laboratory \\'ork to the manuiactur
ing department too soon; experimenting in a manufacturing department is a costly 
matter, and the experimental work should be done on a small scale under con
trol oi the laboratory before any attempt is made to transier it to a full scale 
manu iacturing department." 

"The denlopment department .... will study all proposals for new meth
ods, processes. or products, which may be submitted to the company, and will 
report on them. . . .. [It should) be able to suryey the \\'hole oi the industry 
every few years, thus keeping fully in touch with all the developments which are 
taking place, and directing the flow of invention and experimental \\'ork into 
those channels which seem most likly to be profitable.'" 

This function of keeping in touch with the art outside the firm 

often involves study of the patent records and literature. In the Gen

eral Motors Corporation the patent branch of the legal staff plays a 

prominent role in this look-out work. 

4C. E. K. ~fees, The Orga'li:;ation of SCiClltific Indllstrial R,'s,'arch, pp. 79, So. 
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The conventional distinction just noticed. between pure science 

investigation and applied science. we shall find of great importance 
in our discussion of the financing of research; but we must hasten to 
recognize that it seldom comes out sharply and obviously in actual 
research units. Laboratories like Dr. \Vhitney's. in the General Elec
tric Company. carryon pure science researches in an outstanding \yay; 
yet small divisions working on specially troublesome operating prob
lems. and eyen units manufacturing in a ,;mall \vay products like 
molybdenum or cathode tuhe-. are to he found ill them. The most 
theoretical scientists in industry are naturally more alert to make prac
tical applications of their discoveries than are the same order of scien

tists who are in university post~. On the other hand, as the last 
paragraph quoted from Dr. :'Iees 5hO\v5. the conception of develop
ment as merely applyil1[7 the science previously produced by simon
pure scientists. is quite inadequate. The developers often start \,ith 
practical needs. then hunt for \vhateyer scientific data gives promise 
of assisting them. and often in the end have to create whatever sci
ence did not exist ready-made for their problems. Thus. during a 
visit to a lahoratory of the type of Dr. \Vhitney's. the writer inquired 
\\'hat part of its work is initiated by its own staff, and what part is 
done at the request of other units of the company. An administrator 
obligingly made a rough tabulation from the enormous budget, show
ing that about half the number of projects. and half the expense 
involved, had originated in reque"ts from other departments of the 
corporation. 

The foregoing paragraphs outline the main types of the industrial 

research carried on in natural-science laboratories of the physical, 

chemical, and biological sorts. These practically directed laboratory 

~tt1dies are often called electrical engineering. chemical engineering, 

engineering research, and so on; for engineering is the meeting ground 

of theory and practice. The Bell System laboratories, for a number 

of years prior to their incorporation, were operated as the Engineer

ing Department of the \Vestern Electric Company, which is the Sys
tem's manufacturing unit. 
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Having inspected the scientific laboratories, we next take stock 
of other groups of specialized improvers. The older branches of engi
neering, and some of their newer offshoots, serve in this capacity, 
notably the engineering design departments and the sections of in
dustrial or efficiency engineering (see Chart I-D, M, and 0). .None 
of these divisions is as close as the laboratories considered above, to 
the frontiers of the maturer and well-recognized sciences; they are, 
hO\\'e\'er, well suited to interpret the shop men and the research scien
tists to each other. Recently an operating superintendent told how 
his factory's large inspection costs had been greatly reduced, partly 
by the application of the theory of probability by "highbrow mathema
ticians" from the research laboratories. The "design" engineers, who 
create (partly by routine methods) plans for new or special machines, 
products, structures, etc., often have to deal with currents of con
sumers' tastes and preferences which are not yet reduced to exact 
measurements; hence a new motor car design is a work of fine art as 
well as of practical art and science. To this design the sales and fin
ancial managers of the concern contribute ideas, based largely on what 
they think would "go over big" in an advertising and sales campaign. 
The machille designer has to depend on guesses to a great extent, on 

man)" factors not yet well understood scientifically, such as fatigue 
in the machine operator. Fundamentally, however, design and develop
ment are both types of creation; in both cases a new form in the objec
tiw. and rule-of-thumb must be used where a scientific foundation 
is 110t at hand. \Vhatever the nature of the materials dealt with, the 
scientific foundations for design may be extended by careful study. 

Tn the Rowntree firm, as Chart I shows, prominent organs for 
systematic improvement of products and methods are the "Research" 
and "New Products" groups (F and N). Each of the main commodity 
departments of production contains such groups, which are described 

by the management in the following terms: 

"The Production Division (headed by an officer of the company) consists of 
two functions: (I) the Production Function,~ which is directly responsible ior 

5"Function" is used by this company to designate a main unit within a 
"Di\·i,ion". The "functions" are composed of "departments", which in turn con
tain "sections". 
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the day-to-day management of all Production sections concerned with output 
and (z) the Progress Function, which is specifically concerned with the improve
ment of Production methods and the introduction of new products. In each pro
duction department there is a Novelty Section (J) consisting of [confectioners] 
with special capacity for thinking of new sweets, whose work is co-ordinated 
and linked up with the requirements of the Merchandising Function by the head 
of the Progress Function. In addtiion, the head of the Progress Function co
operates with the research groups in pressing for the introduction of improve
ments in machinery and processes. He controls the time study department. 
Under Technical Division is also listed The Research Group Function (F), which 
does not control any Department, but is the connecting link between the Engi
neers especially engaged on Research and improvement work, the technical side 
of the laboratory, and the production departments. 

"Each production section is under constant investigation, process by process, 
by a group composed of chemists, engineers, and the practical men in charge 
of the department. The group works through the whole of the processes, exam
ining possible alternatives, and suggesting improvements or alterations once in 
every 3 years." 

Xo doubt the New Products unit is much more active 111 some spe
cialty lines, like confectionery, in which consumers are accustomed to 
frequent novelties, than in divisions turning out staples, like soda 
biscuits. 

The industrial engineering or scientific management movement 
is still in a state so fluid, so much influenced by consultants who ad
vise on all phases of managment problems, that we find difficulty in 
characterizing it accurately, even for our limited purposes. 6 \Vithin 
a factory (especially in mass production industries like automobile 
manufacture), the department called industrial engineering, efficiency, 
or some equivalent term is often found functioning like a control 
laboratory, computing daily labor costs, in order to detect promptly 
any lapses in efficiency that may occur within any department. Time
study of repeated operations, in order to assist scheduling and to set 
standard times for piece-rates, is a staple function of this type of 
engineering. The scheduling operation is often called planning; though 
the latter term is occasionally applied to units whose function includes 
industrial engineering or other original investigations.7 The latter 

6See, for example. C. E. Knoeppel &: Co .. Inc., ll'hal Illdustrial Ellgillcerillg 
Includes (Xew York, 1921). 

7See papers of B. Eugenia Lies, Director of Planning of R. H. 1facy & Co., 
Inc., on "Scientific ~Ianagement Applied to Department Store Practice" read to 
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sort of department is usually engaged in something like research, where
as the mere scheduling department is not. It would not be possible 
to schedule production or sales or office operations satisfactorily, ho\\'
tyer. without preliminary studies to determine standard times. An
other significant name sometimes used for the industrial engineering 
type of department is 111 <'flz ods. Research toward determining standard 
tillle~ ea:oily inyolyes studies to find ,,,hat methods, equipment, lay

outs, etc. are t110~t economical. F. \V-. Taylor and other scientific man
agement people bayc ah\'ays insisted on the importance of this stand
ardizatioll of the working situation, before using the stop-\\'atch for 
rate-setting, I i it is seldom done in thorough-going fashion, appar
ently it is u~\1ally done to some extent where any pretence of industrial 
engineering i~ made at all. Still other cohorts in the forces of indu~
trial engineering or scientific management are the interest in organiza
tion relationships, the emphasis on economic considerations, and use 
of cost accounting techniques. Not all departments marching under 
these various colors are doing any research or development worthy 
of the name, but a number of them are; and in the aggregate they 
make up an important wing of the industrial and commercial research 
and development movement. 

Iff arl~eting, 1Ilanagcment, and other social-sciencc types. The fore
going varieties of research and near-research in industry, for the most 

part, bear mainly upon production. They depend on natural-science 

techniques; they deal primarily with things. \Ve have now to exam

ine briefly the social-science types, which deal more largely with people, 
or with socially-determined facts. This sort of research also influ

ences production, but its main connections are with sales, finance, and 

personnel management (See Chart I-A, B, K, L, M). The genm 

of analysis of a firm's own records for finding causal relations were 

seen in accounting, long ago. But it remained for the business statis

tician in recent times to elaborate internal records, to collect external 

data, such as production in his industry, population in various areas. 

indicators of business conditions, and to analyze all these more thor-

the Taylor Society (New York, I925), and "The Technique of Determining the 
'One Best \Vay'," Measuring Office Output, American Management Ass'n., I926. 
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ouo-hh' ior the sake oi l)etter predictiolls. The term "statistical de-
b < 

partment"' is not accurately descriptive; for all research, eYen chem-
ical and electrical, increasingly employs statistical analysis. The Yari
ous sorts oi units which are rapidly multiplying on the social-science 
side are often rather out of touch with one another, because they are 
controlled by the corresponding line executives, such as sales manager, 
treasurer. purchasing manager. or per~onnel manager. This situation 
creates one oi our main problcms--that of co-ordination of research 
activities. Some main sub-di\"i~i, Ins \\"ithin this field of business sta

tistical, commercial, and management research were outlined a few 
years ago by \Veld then statistician for Swift and Company, and by 
Folsom. of the Eastman Kodak Company, in similar terms: namely, 
analysis of "ales results and sales methods; market analysis; analysis 
of advertising results: study of business conditions and business cycles; 
analysis oi ra\\' material markets: determination of sales quotas; new 
uses for products; and labor relations. 8 Both these companies have 
made studies in the subjects named. through central business-statisti

cal departments. Sometimes the analysis of internal data relating to 
a single problem reaches gigantic proportions and im-olves the most 
intricate mathematical technique. An example is the study. by an 

associated group of public utility companies, of the effect of price

changes on traffic. In fact, any company of eYen moderate size is 

bound to accumulate considerable internal data regarding its sales, 

by territories, price-classes, and product-groups, as well as data relat

ing to its selling costs, adwrtising returns, wages, ratings of em

ployees, and so on, which a research worker can analyze to any degree 

of elaborateness that may appear profitable. This research analysis 

will ordinarily require the supplementing of the internal data by infor

mation from outside, on such matters as the general price-level, income 

and wealth of the various territories, as well as sales and wages of 

competitors and of other industries. 

'L, D. H. \Veld, "The Progress of Commercial Research." Harmrd BltsillCSS 

Rec·ie .. (·, I, liS-I&}; M. B. Folsom, "The Organization of a Statistical Depart
ment," ibid., II, Ii8-I92. Folsom's article discusses and illustrates methods of 
analysis and presentation; Weld's gives more attention to the agencies and tend
encies throughout the whole field. 
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Agencies; comparative studies. In both the natural-science and 
social-science types of research, numerous outside agencies, as well 
as individual-business internal departments, are rapidly developing. A 
rough index of this movement in one field is furnished by the com
pilation of the United States Department of Commerce, entitled Mar
ket Research Agencies, a Guide to Publication and Activities Relating' 
to Domestic Marketing. In this directory an attempt is made to in
clude all organizations which are publishing or mimeographing any 
materials which are useful for market research. Hence many offices 
are included whose data-collecting activities are of a rather mechan
ical nature, and on the other hand doubtless many organizations which 
are doing high-grade commercial and financial research, but are keep
ing it confidential, are not included. In the 1927 edition, the 737 
agencies in the United States entered as engaged in market research 
are divided as follows: 

Federal Government 209 
States and Municipal Governments....................... 31 
Colleges, Universities, and Foundations.................... 134 
Book Publishers ........................................ Ii 

Commercial Organizations: 
Advertising Agencies ........................ 6 
Business Services ............................ 12 

Chambers of Commerce....................... 63 
Co-operative Marketing Associations.......... 6 
Individual Business .......................... 25 
1Iagazines ................................ " 48 
Xewspapers .............................. :.. 87 
Trade Associations .......................... 99 

Total Commercial 346 

Grand Total ........................................... 737 

The list appears to be reasonably complete as to departments publish
ing economic and business research work; and some techni<;,al inves
tigations (like the study of "Harvesting and Storing Sweet Potatoes", 
in an agricultural experiment station), which have some bearing on 
marketing problems, are also included. The United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, within the last year or two, has prepared long 
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mimeographed lists of researches in progress on agricultural engineer

ing, agricultural economics, and doubtless other fields of interest to 

the Department. 

We have, too, some indication of the corresponding proportions 

of agency-types in personnel (labor management, industrial relations) 

research, which, except for its economic branches relating to wages. 

cost of living, etc., is novv becoming distinguishable from the commer

cial research mentioned above. In 1921 the United States Bureau of 

Labor Statistics published a bulletin ()J o. 299) on Personnel Research 
Agencies, on a plan somewhat similar to that of the market research 

directory just noticed, though much more diluted with mere college 

courses in the field. In this volume one searches in vain among the 

hundreds of government departments, universities and other institu
tions (besides a few trade associations), for references to more than 

two or three individual businesses. ~ 0 doubt the studies in depart
ments like those described by \ Veld and Folsom should have been 

included. :\ eyertheless, the inclusion of nine individual firms, among 

the forty or fifty organizations which were actively supporting the 

Personnel Research Federation in 1927,9 seems to indicate both that 

private business is now a larger part of the spear-head of real research 

on labor relations, and that the bulk of the fundamental work is still 
being done elsewhere. 

Space is lacking to illustrate the subjects, methods, and accom

plishments of these main types of research (the titles listed in the 

directories mentioned give a good idea of their scope), but we must 

call special attention to the co-operative exchange of information, 

within trades, which is an outstanding characteristic of present-day, 

practical research. By interchanging certain data with each other, 

managers are setting up better standards of good performance in their 
various operations (as to unit-costs, labor turnover, etc.) than they 
could form on the basis of merely their own experience. Certain 

trade associations, such as canners and gas makers, have co-operated 
somewhat in this fashion, for technical research, during two or three 

decades. A.nd trade associations among merchants-for example, 
grocers, clothiers, jewelers, wholesale and retail-have supported the 

9See inside cover of The Persolmei Jourllal, for list. 
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pioneer comparative studies of operating expenses and the like, by 
university bureaus of business research. 

These co-operative comparative studies are statistical, so far as 
quantitative measurements are feasible, Exchange of non-statistical 

information also plays a rather important research role, The statisti

cal type, exemplified by the Harnrd series on operating expenses in 

various mercantile trades in specified years, involves promulgation of 

a uniform system of recording or accounting, so that the data sup

plied by each co-uperator will refer, as nearly as possible, to the same 
things as the corresponding figures supplied by others, In these trades, 

hundreds and even thousands of firms have used the standard record

ing schemes, and have reported their figures to the central agency 

(uncler safeguards against disclosure of their identity), Doubtless 

many others, without contributing, have been glad to compare their 

O\\'n data with the published reports, to see \vhether their labor costs, 
acivertising, rent, rate of turnover, and so on, are "high", "10\\"', or 

"C0111111011". Co-opcratiye interchange of labor turllOyer and other per

sonnel data has had a some\\'hat slower development, (The L"niver

sit)' of Pennsyh'ania's Department of Industrial Research started its 

\\'ork in this jield in IC).21. al)out a decade after the operating-expense 

studies, abon~ mentioned \\'erc begun,) It is now, ho\\'c\'cr, \\'ell 

under \\'ay ill a m1I11ber of quarters, including our O\\'ll Bureau, 

Exchange of non-statistical information also has been engineered 

by various research agencies, \\'ho digest the replies of co-operating 

firms to make a singlc report on such a topic as methods of paying 

salesmen, The nl1ll1erOl1~ "case studies" of the schools of busil1e~s 

administration, and the research reports of the .-\merican ::-'Ianage

ment Association and ::\ ational Retail Dry Goods Association, will 
serve as examples, 

In addition to the extensive trade association and university types 

of co-operatiYe interchange of data, there are several more limited 
forms which serve a similar purpose, and are still distinct f r0111 in

ternal departments of individual concerns, In this connection we must 
observe that consultants who serve more than one firm on the same 
type of problem are ipso facto comparative researchers in some degree, 

Naturally the studies of consultants are often so superficial and rule-
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of-thumb as to be of no scientific consequence; but many others, of 

a more serious nature, are to be found. A representative of a big 
firm of public accountants writes: 

"\Ve maintain a large statistical department \\'hich constantly accumulates 
iniormation derJ\ed irom the thousand" oi audits \\e make each year. \\'e hayc 
done a great deal oi \york on market analysis. ieeling that the so-called public 
accountant's responsibility to his client goeo beyond the mere matter oi audit 
(letailed. 

"\Ve ha\'c in our organizati(,n "pcciali>t, in a:l oi the pha,;es oi business 
management and control. \\'ho usc our audit, principally a, a basis hom which 
we can constrllcti\'ely criticize uur cliem's opcrati"lb and a,-sist and guide them 
in laying do\\'n a policy ior the iuture." 

Similar claims, of course, are constantly made by counselors on indus
trial management, engineering, marketing, and so on.l0 

Another, and perhaps more significant, development of recent 
years is the co-cperative research association, organized by a small 
group of non-competing firms. Groups of about a dozen each, of 
large department stores, only one in a city, have been conspicuous in 
this movement. One such gTOUp of ~tores has supported the Research 
Bureau of Retail Training in conjunction with the University of Pitts
burgh, in which !'pecial attention is paid \0 personnel problems. 11 The 
Li fe Insurance Sales Research Bureau (no\\' at Hartiord, Connecticut) 
has been supported co-operatiyely by most of the :\merican life in

surance companies for se\'eral rears, and :'eems to ha\'e accomplished 
some significant results in spite of competition among the sponsors. 
Sixty-sewll companies contribute comparable sales data to this agency, 
\\'hich also specializes on inquiries concerning qualities required for 
~uccess in selling.l~ A.nother example is the Manufacturers' Research 

1\'.\Jr. John D, Rockeieler. Jr .. i" 1!lHkr'to>"d to be llnderwriting. in a ll<:'ll
commercial way, the research activities in labor matters of Industrial Relations 
Counselors, Inc., which also collects ices ior a consulting practice. This step 
recognizes that commercial sen-Ice and scientific rescarch in this field clo 
:,upplement each other, yet that much research \\hich is ,ocially dcsirable canllot 
at present be commercially oeli-supporting, 

llThis organization has just announced the publication ()i a volulllc, /\'1'
SClllllc/ Research ill Detar/IIII'll/ Stores. a fl'p"rt oj ih studies. 1')18-1925, 

1":'1. favorable comment on it is g;\'en by J. A .. 5Ic\'(:nson, of the Equitable 
Liie Assurancc Company, in :\merican .\[anagement Association pamphlet entitled 
Co-operati've Research in Sales Management, 1924. The pooling of data on 
sales and prices. etc., for an industry, through a central bureau of any kind, 
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Association In i.lassachusetts, composed of about ten non-competing 
concerns in the Boston area. It may be that the data on prices and 
quantities sold, now collected from members by a number of trade 
associations, are being used in some cases for research as well as for 
mere circulation among members. 

Finally, reference should be made to the staff specialists who 
deyotc themselYes to special functions like operation and advertis
ing, and who are found in the head offices of many businesses, espe
cially in large combinations or chains. As we shall see when these 
functionaries are discussed below (pp. 49-60), their work exhibits some 
of the essentials of research. 

This reyiew oi the principal types of specialized progress-work. 
by busine~s departments, may now be supplemented by a glance at 
the total research-situations of a few other sample companies, in ordei' 
that we may realize more clearly how these activities ramify and 
dove tail. 

Our first example is supplied by the 'Tniversal Office Appliance 
Company" (fictitious name) which employs some 8000 to 10000 peo
ple. The data supplied by this company for the National Research 
Council's bulletin on industrial research laboratories mention only the 
director, 12 chemists, 3 electrical engineers, 5 mechanical engineers. 
and 2 metallurgists. The company's organization chart, howeyer. 

"hows a number of other workers engaged in specialized creative work. 
Kearly 200 people are employed in the engineering division, including 
sections of inventors and designers of new models, and experimental 
mechanics. A staff of 10 is listed in the "future demands" section. 
This company maintains a suggestion-reward system, as well as some 
pro\'isions for economic-statistical studies on markets and business 
conditions. Committees of high and low executives on future needs 
and new materials are charted. We have here, then, a rather com
plex organization for deliberately insuring that the organization keeps 

has had an uncertain legal status, as many prosecuting attorney and judges ha\'e 
held that it violated our laws against monopoly and restraint of trade. Recen: 
decisions of the United States Supreme Court (Maple Flooring and Cement 
cases. 1925). however, gave sanction to interchange of information of the sort 
we have been considering. See 1. L. Sharfman. "The Trade Association Move
ment," Am.ericall ECOIlOmic Re7'iew, SupplemeJlt, March, 1926, pp. 2II. 212. 
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abreast of the times-it is decidedly more complex than one would 
suppose who looked merely at the scientific laboratory. This "over
head" appears to outsiders remarkably heavy (as compared with the 
Rowntree situation, for example), in that there is no regular sea
sonal style element in the product. 

The General Electric Company interests maintain, in addition to 
the famous scientific and development laboratories at Schenectady, 
Cleveland, and Lynn, a number of separate engineering, experimental, 
and testing laboratories. They have also a small army of other spe
cialized engineers, connected with the various product-divisions (such 
as railway equipment, or central station apparatus). _-\ co-ordinated 
suggestion system extends through all the factories. Some import
ant researches in vocational tests have been reported from the com
pany's "Human Engineering Laboratory" at Lynn. There is, more

over, a Bureau of Methods in the comptroller's staff, which Bureall 
plays a purely research and advisory role in regard to office equip
ment and operations throughout the corporation. Undoubtedly fur
ther inquiries would reveal several other real research units, especially 
on the marketing and economic side.13 

The General Motors Corporation's central laboratories in Detroit, 
employing some 250 people, and the widely advertised Proving Ground. 
are certainly major factors in improving the motor-car art; but they 
also are supported by a great array of other specialized creators. The 
Advisory Staff of the parent corporation carries on economic research 
and business analysis; and the subsidiary divisions do a vast amount 
of pioneering, through their own engineering and laboratory organiza
tions. The Cadillac division, in fact, reported to the National Re
search Council a research staff of 24 technical men, with as many 
assistants. The Eastman Kodak Company's research and develop
ment laboratories are widely known; and in this company, too, may 
be found several other active creative units: the plant engineering 
organization, the suggestion plan, the industrial economy department, 
and the statistical department, are all of this character. As a last 

13General Electric Company and General Motors Corporation are listed in 
the Department oi Commerce publication, Jlarket Research Agcllcics (192,), 

P·98. 
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illustration, notice how much more extensive is the total of systematic 
improvement-studies in the Bell Telephone System, than appears on 
the surface. Bell Telephone Laboratories, alone, employs nearly four 
thousand people at an expense of fifteen millions or more a year. 
Like the other leading industrial laboratories, its activities range from 
investigations in atomic theory to the routine drafting of final designs 
and small-scale manufacture of novel apparatus. Yet the parent 

American Telephone and Telegraph Company carries on a large amount 
of other systematic creative work, through its divisions of Develop
ment and Research, of Operation and Engineering, and through a 
staff department in charge of personnel problems. \\There one draws 
the line as to what is research, indeed, in a central body like this, is 
quite arbitrary. In the Western Electric Company, a subsidiary of 
the System, one may also find hundreds of graduate engineers, sci
entists, and other specialists engaged in design, development, cost
reduction, and methods-improvement, throughout all the main branches 
of the business, including purchasing. 

Some further illustrations of actual combinations of research
units will be cited in the following sections, in connection with the 
special topics therein discussed. 

FI:-;.-\~CE: HOW MUCH SHOULD A COMPANY SPEND FOR RESEARCH: 

\Ye have now analyzed and illustrated the principal types of re
search and other systematic progress-work in industry or business, 
from the standpoint of functions performed. The chief problems 
which we are now to consider~f finance and organization-are very 
closely intertwined. On the whole, it seems most convenient to deal 
first with the size of the total research-budget. 

Problems similar to this have been studied by several of the 
agencies we have just considered. They have inquired how much 
may reasonably be spent for advertising, for example, first, by check
ing returns from specific advertising, so far as possible, and second, 
by collecting actual advertising expenditures from a number of con
cerns, in relation to their respective industries and volumes of sales. 
This latter method is immediately indicated for developing something 
like "standard" research and development budgets. But it is doubt-
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ful ii the time is quite ripe for this application, because so few con
cerns as yet keep accounts in such fashion that the cost of all their 
specialized creative work can be even approximately segregated, with

out prohibitive expense. 
Among the numerous difficulties standing in the way of standard

ized statistics of this sort is the question whether or not expenditures 
for patent protection and litigation should be included-presumably 
separately earmarked. Patent protection is a necessary expense in 
connection with many kinds of research and development work: on 
the other hand, some large concerns have notoriously used their legal 
resources to mtnnge upon the patent rights of other people. It is 
difficult to regard the latter activity as a member of the research and 

development family. 
Fortunately the firm of Rowntree and Company, Limited have 

taken the considerable pains necessary to make an estimate of the sort 
just considered, and we are enabled to present in Table I the resulting 
figures. 
TABLE I-ExPE:-:nITGRE O~ RESE.\RCH .\:\D DnnoP)[E:-:T OF ROW:\TREE AXD 

COMPAX\". LIMITED, EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF NET SALES! 

Year Year 
Cnit 1926 1927 

'7c % 
A. Economic and Business Research Department... .. .03, .037 
B. Costs ()8) .................................... .oog .008 
C. Sales Statistics (}.4).............. . . . . . . . . .. .oS8 .0~5 

D. Industrial Engineering........................ .I'~ .185 

E.f . 
F. l ChemIcal ................................. ·3 q ·397 

G .. Organizing Secretary ....................... .O~I .036 
H. Technical Library ......... . . . .. . . . . . .(l'), .063 

~'.{ Staff Control (1.4).............................. .(>23 .021 

M. '- Design (YJ) ....•............... .02') .02 5 

1\. 
O. 
P. 
S. 
T. 

); o\'eJty Sections .............................. . 
Time Study (Yz) . ............................. . 
Advertising-Creative 0 j) ................... . 
~Iarket Research ................. . ......... . 
\\. ages Section ..... . 

.2[t> 

.023 

.038 

.063 

.021 

\'. Psychological Department .001 

\\'. ~ledical (0) ..................... .016 
X. Suggestion Scheme ............................. .008 

Total .............................................. I. 195 

1See Chart I, p. 8 above, for location of these units, and Appendix 
giving further information about them. 

.222 

.020 

.03~ 

.057 

.018 
.06<) 

.014 
.008 

I.I59 

for notes 
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It is explained that the total expenditure is a lower precentage 
III 1927 than in 1926, not because research work was cut but because 
sales increased. The chemical laboratory, research groups, novelty sec
tions, and industrial engineering, taken together, account for over 

hali of the total which these people consider they are spending on 
work of a research nature, within their own organization. The firm 
also contributes substantially to the British Confectionery Trade 
Research .-\ssociation started with a government subsidy. This is one 

of the bodies which we discuss below (p. 45). Many or most of the 
numerous other trade associations and the professional societies to 
which this concern pays dues have some research significance actual 
or potential. 

Leeds and Northrup Company, of Philadelphia, manufacturers of 
electrical measuring instruments, have kindly supplied data on the 
percentage \vhich their development expense has formed of their ship
ments, which are presented in Table 2. 

TABLE 2-DEI-ELOPMEXT EXPEXSE OF THE LEEDS AXD XORTHRl-P CO:-'IPAXY, 

EXPRESS£I) AS A PERCE:-<TAGE OF SHIP:-'!EXTS 

Percentage of 
Year Development Expense 

to Shipments 

1912 .......................................... 11.6 
1913 .......................................... 7.6 
19q 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
j()24 

1925 
1926 
1927 

10.6 

7·1 
5·2 
5·0 
3·0 
2.0 
3·2 
3.8 

4·4 
2.2 

2.8 
3·2 
2.9 
? --.~ 

The ordinary development expense for 1928, some $81,000, forms 
2.5% of the sales. If $40,000 of unusual expenses incurred in this 
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year are included, the total becomes 3.80/0 of sales. Shipments 1Il 

1912 were Sro8,000; the last two years they have run over $3,000,000. 
Further material from this company is given below (p. 36), also in 
the address of ~Ir. C. S. Redding, Vice President in charge of develop
ment and engineering, to the American :'.lanagement Association. 
November 13, 1928. These expenditures are all for technical develop

ment, not for improvement of sales. personnel. or office methods. 

Some conception may be formed of the expenditures of each 
of the one thousand companies listed in the Kational Research Coun
cil's Industrial Rcscm'ch Laboratories of the L'nited States (1927), 

for the natural-science and engineering type of work. The number 
of equivalent full-time physicists, chemists, and engineers is usually 
given in each case, as well as the number of assistants. The salaries 

of the trained research men probably follow those of engineering 
graduates generally, data from about 6000 of whom have recently 
been collected by the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu· 
cation." The top ten percent, from the standpoint of earnings, of 

those who graduated in 1924, started at around $1,800 a year. In 
the top ten per cent of those who had graduated five years earlier. 

the minimum income in 1924 was $-1-,200 a year; of those graduated 

ten years earlier, $7.500 a year. Other tables in the bulletin give the 

impression that graduates of five years' standing. or less, predomi

nated in the personnel of engineering research departments; never· 

theless a considerable sprinkling of older and generally higher-priced 

men are quite necessary. Additional expenses in the way of assist

ance, materials, equipment, and overhead usually amount to as much 

as the salaries of the technically trained people. if not more. 

The annual sales and profits of many of these concerns are mat

ters of public record, so that it might be possible to work out some 
very broad ratios along these lines and make some tabulations of com

panies by size. by industry, by geographical situation, etc. Standard. 

or at least average, research budgets will undoubtedly be compiled 

in this fashion. and will be valuable. but only when data are collected 

which are really comparable. It is not clear whether the National 

14J ollmal of Ellgillcerillg Educatirm, October, 1926, pp. 172-216. 
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Research Council attempted to define "industrial laboratories", 1Il the 
questionnaire on \vhich their bulletin is based. In the present circum
stances, therefore, the statements we often see, that Companies A, B, 
or C are spending so much annually for "research", or even more 
specifically for chemical research, market research, and so on. are 
of some interest, but they are sure not to be comparable with similar 
estimates for other firms. \Vhat A calls research B will call engineer

m~. or perlnps planning, or mere snpervision. 

In the face of these difficulties, \"e must be content \vith very 
meager data on bndgets, but it is worth while to consider in some
what general terms the larger factors which economically int1uence 

eXlJcnditures for research and development. By research. develop
ment. and progress-work (it should be recalled) \ve mean any spe
cialized ilH"estigations to\vard improving any phase of the art (includ
ing the routine work subsidiary to the progress-function), as distin
§,:uished f r0111 carrying on operations according to the present art. The 
\'ery same operations, therefore, are properly in the research budget, 
while they are in the experimental stage, and in the production or 
sales budget when they have passed into standard practice. The fac
tors influencing research expenditures. to be discussed here, are nature 
and size of business, integration, educational needs. availability of 
research services. and possibilities of measuring profits derived from 

research. 

Yatllrc of industr.\'. Everyone has noticed that the chemical and 
electrical industries (manufacturing and public utility) are outstand
ing for their scientific work. \Vhy? Doubtless these industries
and the optical and other scientific-instrument concerns which are 
also prominent, in proportion to their size-have been peculiarly de
pendent on research for their origin and continuance. But several 
other factors may also be discerned. Personalities within the domi
nant houses of these industries are probably significant. For example, 
would General )'lotors have its present large research staff if the 
DuPonts had not come into control? Again, the comparatiyely recent 
origin of chemical and electrical industries gives them a position dif
ferent from industries with older, handicraft, rule-of-thumb tradi
tions; and the still more extreme youth of the motor companies prob-
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;,bly makes them progressive, by comparison with older trades. ]n 

the latter, so long as no strong competitor (in the same or a COI11-

peting industry) utilizes research in a practical and highly profitable 

way, all of the firms in the field can straggle along in their custom

ary relative positions. Until recently the textile industry, pioneer 

in mass production. apparently has been rather static in regard to 

~ystel11atic research. '5 The same comment is sometimes made with 

reference to other \'eterans. like the iron and steel. mining. railroad. 
mercantile. nc\\·spaper. and financial lJu~inesses. It mu~t Le remem

bered, howe\'er. that the older types (If ciyil and mechanical engi

peers, in the railroads. mines. and equipment shops. haye long per

formed many of the functions \yhich are no\\! carried on (with more 

leisure and precision) in research laboratories. Hence the progr6s

function was not so much neglected ill the old industries as seems 

the case at first ~ight. .\lso. there are differences among industries 

in the proportions of research \\'hich are financed through trade asso

ciations and by government or philanthropy, as compared with internal 
Iyork by individual concerns. :\gricultural research, for example, in 

this country has been generously supported by the state; medical 

research by both public funds and donations; and railway research to 
some extent by co-operatiye action. Finally, it is claimed that the 

railroads were long handicapped. as to research expenditures. by too 

dra~tic regulation of rates. 

\Vhen all these factors are taken into account. it remains remark

able that manufacturing is so far the leader in all types of research 

\\'hich get into published lists. Only one railroad appears ill the 
:\'ational Research Council's list of industrial research laboratories. 

l5Beginnings were made. to be sure, some time ago; particularly. perhaps, 
by certain machinery manufacturers, consulting chemists, and management cor
porations. In Britain the state-subsidized trade research associations have been 
operating for a decade; and in 1926 the Cotton-Textile Institute, Inc., was organ
ized by the American industry, under the presidency of Mr. \Valker D. Hines. 
In this organization. according to its circular, "A new Cses Section is in charge 
(lj the development of new outlets ior cotton products, of work in standardiza
tion, simplification and applied research. A Statistician and a Cost Engineer 
are in charge oj the ,,-ork relating to statistics and cost accounting respectively." 
The organization maintains a research associate in the United States Bureau 
of Standards. 
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while most of the big public utility companies are represented. Aside 
from these utilities, and a couple of mail order houses (which are 
also manufacturers), this list appears to contain only manufacturers. 

1IIanufacturing also predominates in the list of 25 "Individual Busi
nesses" given in AI arket Research Agencies (1927), published by the 
Lnired States Department of Commerce (which also mentions three 
rai;roads, and several banks and insurance companies). More than 
three-fourths of the 81 trade associations listed by the Chamber of 

Commerce of the United States ( 1925) as conducting co-operative 
research (economic as well as technical) are of manufacturers.16 (The 
remainder of the last-named list consists mainly of a few extractive 
industries, like the wood, asphalt, and walnut industries; and groups 
of small industries, notably the printing, laundry, and bakery groups.) 

But in spite of this semi-statistical evidence that research has 
thus far found its place principally in manufacturing, it is difficult 
to believe that such a state of affairs will long persist. The competi
tion among industries is now so intense, and the process of integra
tion brings new methods into old industries so fast (witness Ford's 
coal-mining methods) that any sizable business apparently must be
come scientific if it is to survive even in an ancient craft like building 
construction. 

\Ve have seen that manufacturers are engaging IJ1 economic re
seach in considerable lIumbers. It may also be that concerns which 
seem lion-technical, like mercantile and financial, will soon find attrac
tions in technical research. Most large merchants are already using 
routine testing laboratories. 1 t is only a step toward more constructive 
study to see what new commodities, packages, or combinations. will 
hetter serve their own and their customers' needs. And large con
cerns in most lines of business have operating routines and equip
ment which give scope to industrial engineering-planning layouts, 
labor-saving devices, and methods of work, for economy. 

Besides the concern's own business operations, the nature of its 
reiations to its customers is a factor worth considering. Giving 

IGChamber of Commerce of the United States, Department of Manufacture. 
Coo/,cratic'e Industrial Research, a constructive activity of trade associations 
(Washington. 1925), p. 38. 
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research-services to customirs, without obligation, is a recent develop
ment-part of the "service" movement, so conspicuous in modern sell

ing. The publications of banks on the business outlook are in point, 
and a remarkable case is the Policyholders Service Bureau of the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. Here is found a staff of 
experts, not only in industrial hygiene and safety, but in other fea
tures of personnel administration, and even in production, sales, and 
problems of general management. Though this seems a new trend, 
the manufacturers of equipment for other lines of industry (not of 
consumers' goods) have long been accustomed to giving engineering 
services to customers, as a normal sales expense. A street-railway 
system, for example, would ask an electrical equipment manufacturer 

if the latter could design some improved type of ticket-taking appa
ratus. The equipment-maker's engineers would take the leading part 
in this study (assisted by engineers and experts on the traction com
lJany's staff), and presently electrically-operated turnstiles would re
place "ticket-choppers" in the subways. 

Size of business. It appears that the type of industry may have 
a less important influence on research, in the long run, than has the 
scale of operation. Obviously a big company can afford a degree 
of specialization in research, as in all other functions, which a little 
one cannot. In turn, the efficiency which results from such specializa
tion is a leading cause of the steady increase in the scale of industry; 
though always the forces of conscious co-operation among smaller 
units, and of unconscious co-operation through the commercial sup
ply of special services (e.g. consulting laboratories or marketing coun
selors) offer resistance to this increasing-size movement. 

"Scale of operation" is an ambiguous term. It may be conceiveu 
in terms of finance or of employees. It is enterprises which are 
large in terms of man-power which have exhibited most strikingly 
the tendencies toward specialization of human function; manufactur
ing, of course, is the leading example. But financial and wholesale 
mercantile businesses are often large-scale in terms of capital em
played; and consequently they haye opportunities to make large aggre
gate savings out of small unit-economies. A business which is large, 
in either of these senses, has strong provocation toward specialized 
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research for finding unit-savings. This chance apparently is harder 

for managers to see, \yhen the number of \\'orkers is relatively small. 

tl:an when it is large. The big banks, for example, have all acquired 

the habit of publishing statistical letters on the current business out
look; and they, as well as stores and insurance companies, are begin

ning to do some industrial engineering on their office equipment, 
routines, and management organization.!: It \yould seem that they 

have made rather less progress toward separating research and plan

ml1g from executive and detail work on functions really peculiar to 
theiI OWI1 busines~, such as demonstrating the worth of new types of 

sen'ice, or improying the loaning and inyesting functions. 

The lack of satisfactory statistical measures makes it impossible 

to learn just how research expenditures vary by industries with total 
sales, employee~. profits. or any other measure of size; but the gen

eral indications are that small concerns may obtain a foothold by 

venturesome expenditures on research, and that the larger the com

pany, the more may profitably be spent in this direction. The £0110\"
ing statement, written to us by a scientist who has been an outstanding 

leader in industrial research, is a valuable bit of testimony: 

H'Vith regard to the expenditure of a company on research, this depend
upon two factors, (1) the necessity for the production of new methods in the 
company-that is, on the competition and the state of the market, and (2) the 
nerve of the directors. My first adnnture in research was in a very small com
pany, where our necessities were as great as our poverty, and our nerve was 
unequaled. We spent 10% of our gross sales on research-an amount more 
than equal to our profits. At the end of two years we were very near to show
ing a deficit because we were spending all our margin on research, but at the 
end of six years we sold our shares for three times their par value. I never 
heard of a firm going bankrupt because of reckless expenditure on research. 
and provided research is well directed I am not sure that it is possible to 
spend too much on it from a financial point of view. There is of course a 
limit to the amount of research that can be utilized by the manufacturing and 
sales departments in a given time, and too much expenditure might result in 
an expansion of the business into other fields and a consequent spreading out 
too thin of the executive ability in the company; also it is not wise to spend 
too much on research at the beginning. It is easy to make great plans which 
result in little profits. Research must grow gradual1y like any other section of 

17See H. A. Hopf, "Problems of Bank Organization." Bulletill of the 
Taylor Society, XII (No.2, April, 1927). 
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a business. but I am iairly certain that no company has yet explored the limits 
of expenditure on research in the way for which, ior instance, the limits of 
expenditure on advertising have been tested." 

Somewhat similar in effect is the reply, from another pIOneer 

In the budgeting of industrial research, to one of our inquiries: 

"\Ve do budget the work of our Research Department and the expenses 
have a tendency to grow with the business, but we have never made any con
scious effort to relate them. In general, I should think that the size of a 
Research Dtpartment would always depend on the size oi the business, but I 
see no reason ior a very definite relationship." 

COXSOLIDATIOXS AXD RES£'\RCH 

li, as we have suggested, research is generally a more secure 
investment for large businesses than for small, and if it yields thl: 
faLulous returns in profits that are often claimed, then it may be a 
powerful impulse toward industrial consolidation. \Ve have made 
some inquiries as to whether the provision of centralized research has 
been a leading motive in the formation of big business combinations, 
but have found no evidence that it has. h In some cases, of course--
conspicuously the telephone situation-the economies of centralized 
research are urged strongly by the officials, and it may have been 'lll 

imporlant factor in the growth of the Bell System, which has main
tained active research organs from its very beginning. It may be. 
however, that their large expenditures for research are to some extent 
the results of quasi-monopoly profits, as well as the cause of increas
l!1g efficiency. 

It is likely, none the less, that consolidations have real and spe
cial opportunities to profit by research, though their promotors may 
110t yet be fully aware of them. Consider. 111 this connection, a paper 

180ne economist who has participated, as an important stockholder, writes 
11S on this point: "I think there is no evidence of this in the business consoli
dations with which I am intimately familiar_ No central engineering laboratory 
or market research division has emerged from the consolidation of ..... " 
Another economist, who has made a special study of trust problems and has col
lected first-hand data on a large scale, writes, "Not to my knowledge has any 
recent or established consolidation been organized with the primary end in view 
of centralizing research work, or even of promoting it upon a more liberal scale." 
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by Halford Erickson, formerly a prominent state public utility com
missioner, now vice-president in charge of operations of the Byllesby 
Management and Engineering Corporation, on Principles of Group 
Utility :Management. '9 ':\1r. Erickson, in recounting the yarious econ
omies which a combination of scattered gas, electric, and railway com
panies makes possible, refers to the specialized overhead seryices pro
vided by his concern in these terms: 

"Following are the principal operating functions as they are carried out 
in the central organization: I. Operating efficiency; 2. Purchasing; 3. Insur
ance; 4. Valuation; 5. Rates and contracts; 6. Advertising; 7. Merchandise 
sales; 8. Accounting. 

"The operating force on each of the individual properties is similar to that 
usually found on independent properties, with the important exception that the 
personnel need be sufficient only to carry out routine work in accordance with 
the policies and methods prescribed by the central operating and engineering 
organization." 

He proceeds to describe and illustrate these overhead services in detail, 
beginning with 

"Operatillg efficienc3'. The engineers in this division specialize on the opera
tiun of electric generating stations, gas plants, transmission systems, distribution 
systems and general operating methods. They have their headquarters in Chi
cago, but spend a large part of their time traveling over and inspecting the 
subsidiary properties. They are at the service of each local operating force 
for the purpose oi assisting in the solution of the various problems that may 
arise and they also take the initiative in checking up on local operating prac
tices and remedying undesirable conditions." 

This case throws a new light on our subject, since these people do 
not call their work research, development, progre"s, or planning. 
Two, at least, of the Byllesby operating subsidiaries haw research 
laboratories, duly listed by the National Research Council, but at head
quarters there is (or was, in I927) no division ostensibly deyoted to 
research. The specialized supervisors mentioned, hmvever, haye op
portunities for study, through comparative statistics from all suh 
sidiaries, the company library, and travel, which give their actiyities 
much of the essence of research. \Ve found the same situation at 

19E1ectrical World, ~Iay 28, 1927. That central engineering and manage
ment services are sometimes a cloak for excessive profits in the public utilities 
is charged by M. R. Scharff, "The Public and Their Utilities," At!mlfic Jf ollthiy, 

September, 1928. 
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the headquarters of a large chain of retail stores; no research or 
even statistical department, but a number of supervisors over the 
various functions common to all the stores. This type of specialist. 
clearly, must be considered in relation to the total research-picture 
of industry and commerce. 

\Vhatever may be thought of the total social import of giant 
business combinations, there is no doubt that by spreading its cost 
over a large volume of sales they make possible very expensive re
search, whose benefits may not mature until a distant future. But 

may not the same result be obtained by the voluntary co-operation of 
a great number of small concerns:' Everyone has heard how little 
it costs each orange-grower (or consumer) to maintain the valuable 
co-operating marketing agency in Cali fornia. Undoubtedly co-oper
ative research has a great future, and so in the following section 
we shall discuss it at some length; but here it must be noticed that 
a complete ownership-combination has the definite advantage of being 
able to enforce payments from subsidiaries for the central research. 
The Ford :\1otor Company or General :\1otors Corporation can vir
tualiy levy an assessment for the central services against every unit 
~old throughout these organizations. In a trade association, on the 
ether hand, members tend to shrink from paying for co-operative 
research, partly from fear that their competitors, who have refused 
to support it, will share equally in benefits with those who have paid. 
The possibility of collecting research and development expense from 
beneficiaries is one of the limiting factors in the financing of any re
search. In this matter. large business units have a distinct advantage. 

Another factor, also related to the trust problem, has been sug

gested by Dr. ~1ees: the factor of integration. An integration of 
various supplying and using industries, like the United States Steel 
Corporation, ha5 a better chance of harvesting profit-returns from 

research than does a "horizontal" combination (like sugar-refining, 

in which all units do the same thing), of the same aggregate financial 

sIze. This greater probability of returns results from the fact that 

all the practical uses which will emerge from anyone research are 

impossible to predict; and the greater the variety of business fires in 

which the financial backer of research has irons, the greater is the 
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probability that his research will turn up some sort of discoveries 
which he can use for profit. 

Other factors; 1I1casurillg outl'ut of research. Two further fac
~ors which are to be considered in relation to the research budget 
(availability of research sen'ices in the outside market, and the per
sonnel-training functions which a research unit may supply) will be 
developed sOl11e\\'hat in the follO\\'ing sections on Co-operative Research 
and Organization respecti\'ely. But before leaving the cost-and-profit 
point of view let us notice possibilities of checking up on past research 
acti\'ities, to obtain some quantitative indications whether they are 
worth their keep. Obviously the problem is even more difficult than 
the corresponding questions regarding institutional advertising and 
certain personnel activities (in \\'hich function, indeed, research units 
sometimes have a share); yet some progress has been made toward 
its solution. 

The first step toward imprO\'ecl judgments in this field is a cos, 
accounting system, adapted to research administration. Commercial 
research agencies, of course, find something of the sort indispensable. 
~ince they must charge clients \"ith some relation to the cost of \\'ork 
done jor them, Internal research departments, too, often find this 
"unIJroducti\,e" labor worth \\'hile. It enables the cost of a given 

investigation to be compared with its fruits, so far as tbe latter can 

be measured or estimated; and especially are the cost records useful 

in furecasting the expense required for a proposed new research. The 

essclltials of such a cost system are fairly simple. Each project is 

given a number, and a record is kept of all exp~nditures of labor 

and materials directly used on it. It is also ~harged an "overhead" 

for administrati\-e and general costs of the research unit. In ~Ir. 

'Ca~\\'eII's system, we are told, "The amount of overhead (charged 

agaillSt each hour of direct work) will vary very much according to 

the ,,"ark done in the Laboratory; in an analytical laboratory it may 

be as low as 100%, in a laboratory engaged in pure research it may 

reach twice that figure."20 

2°Mees, Organization of Industrial ScieMific Research, pp. 127-29. 
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Indl1strial engineering sections in industry are prone to accunm

late recon!,; {)f the cost-saying which they claim to be mainly attrilm

table to their eft, ,rl-. The annual report of stich a diyision, in a certain 

large factory. lu{,ked something like this: 

I. Projects Recul1ll11ended aiter investigation. 
Estimated saying, .................................................. $1,300,000 
Estimated el ,<, - .,; nn\' equipme!1t required. . . . . . . .. . . . . 400,000 

Average tlllle rcqulred tu pay cu,t ui cklllge. . .............. 3.3 months 
Actual savings 011 prl,jccts oi this class put into operation this year. .... $ 400,000 
A.ctual savings on projects initiated last year........................ 300,000 

$700,000 

II. Prelj ectS studied but not recommended-would not payout within one 
year. 

Estimated sayings in one year....... . ............................ $ 50,000 
Estimated costs ............................... . .................... 100,000 

Average time to pay .............................................. 2 years 

III. Prujects studil·d but nut feCIIIll!TICndcd. slto\\'ed operating loss. 
Total estimated Ie,,' ............................................. " .... $130,000 

The payrull of this industrial engincnillg division was about 

SI2,OOO a year. in relation to \yhich the actual and prospectiye sayings 

listed abo\'(,' are very imprc:-siye. l-'rulxll)ly the section \\'ould not 

claim exclusi\'e credit for these results. since some of the studies were 

doubtiess suggested and assisted by production units. In this case. 

as ill most (lthers of the sort for obvious reasons, the originators' 

estimates of sayings are supposed to be checked and validated by the 

accounting department. :;ometimes they must also be checked by 

the iine heads in \\'ho~e departments the changes haw been made. Sim

ilar routine __ are often founel in connection with rewards to employees 

for suggestiuns: the re\\'ards being proportioned to savings estimated 

111 the aLoY<.: i a shiutl. 

From the natural-science laboratory types of research often 

emerge patents, products, and processes whose value is comparatively 

easy to determine. ~aturally the administrators of the research do 

not allo\\' the aggregate returns thus indicated to be lost from vie\\' 

by the owners of the business. In mass production like the telephone 

industry, the cost reductions effected by improwd methods and designs 
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soon run into staggering totals, as Professor Pupin's published cal
culations of the millions saved by his own inventions indicate. The 
figures of this sort which we have seen cited appear to be somewhat 
inflated, in that the unit cost reduction effected by the invention is 
multiplied by the new scale of production, and the resulting figure is 
called the aggregate saving. \\' e are not told whether or not the 
enlarged output was made possible by a reduction in price per unit 
realized by the employing company. Clearly the proper measure of 
aggregate commercial benefit to the employer is the increase in his net 
profit on this unit, from the old method and output, to the new method 
and output. If other factors, such as competitive developments or 
labor costs, also change so as to cancel part of the advantage from 
the invention, then the invention is simply that much less of a com
mercial success. 

A concrete example of an actual attempt to measure both cost 
and value of a research department is fortunately supplied us by 
the Leeds and Northrup Company. After describing their research 
organization and cost scheme, Mr. Leeds says :21 

" .... when an investigation is closed its total cost IS determined. If it 
happens to be one that has to do with manufacturing processes, such as test 
of new materials, etc., or development of new methods, it is either charged to 
general expense or to the expense of some particular product. Ii, however, 
it is a piece of work which results in the development oi a new instrument 
or product for sale, it is treated in the same way that a new instrument devel
oped and brought in by an outsider would be. The research committee decides 
how much royalty can properly be charged to the cost of the instrument. and 
then as each instrument is made the royalty is added to its cost and is credited 
against its cost account in the research department. In that way a continuous 
record of the usefulness of the research to the business is available. In cases 
of minor importance it is customary to discontinue credits when the cost has 
been covered. In cases where new products result they are allowed to run 
on indefinitely. Successful developments accumulate royalties that more than 
pay for the cost of their research and offset the costs of work that leads to 
nothing. The diagram shows the relation of annual and accumulated costs 
of research to the annual and accumulated credits since the department was 
given a distinct place. In a little over six years the total credits had equaled 
the total charges and the balance went to the credit side. On the books the 
account is closed out each year to profit and loss. It is carried forward as 3. 

21Science, N. S., L. (1919) 445-448. Apparently in this case "research" 
does not include commercial or personnel or industrial engineering investigations. 
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memorandum account only. In the earlier years oi the record the total volume 
of business done by the company \\·as but a iew hundred thousand dollars per 
rear." 

Chart 2 gives a picture of the financial status of this company's devel
opment (formerly called research) department for each of the seven
teen years 1912-28. The "Total Charge" line at the bottom is cumu
lative, as is also the top line labelled "Final Balance." The cumulation 
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or total credits is no: shown, hut evidently in 1<;28 :: :._: reached 

about $1,000,000, since the net iJalance figure SLanus at $350,000 Ull 

the credit side, while the total charges aggregate some S650,ooo. 

When Mr, Redding (Vice President of the company in charge 
of Development and Engineering) exihibited this chart at a recent 
meeting of the American Management Association, he made some 
interesting comments (which will soon be published by the Associa
tion). He said that the favorable present showing is made possible 
by dewlopment work done in the first few years, while the develop
ment department was showing a net expense. The financial outcome 
of development work done in the later years is still uncertain. 

The foregoing historical record, therefore, illustrates the proposi
tion that some time must usually elapse before commercial return" 
i rom a research program actually come in. One of our correspond
ents says that the attempt to find just what the product of research 
15 worth, though feasible, is not usually made "because the research 

director shrinks in the early "tages from the knowledge that he can

not justify his expenditure: and in laler years fro111 an appearance 

of over-assertion of the value of his laboratory as compared ,,-ith the 

contributions made by the other departments of the company (such 

as production and sales) whose co-operation he is wry anxious to 

retain." 

This last point is aim emphasized by the head of industrial engi

neering in the same company with the correspondent just quoted. The 

engineer tells us: 

"While we started out originally with periodical reports oi savings, it was 
soon found that it was frequently better to give full credit to production offi
cials, even though the idea was not of their initiative but had to be sold to 
them, and the reports occasioned some question, so that they have now been 
discontinued." 

Another correspondent testifies: 

"We have had a Research Department in this store for a great many years. 
In the initial stages there was an attempt made to estimate the savings attribu
table to its work, but this was eventually given up ..... The Research Depart
ment had a tendency to go out and make a name for itself, and as a result 
antagonized other divisions of the store." 
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Perhaps these diplomatic considerations are more important in the 
early days of the research unit than later. when it has been accepted 
as part of the natural order of things by the other department heads. 
But if diplomatic considerations must still be taken into account esti
mates of savings accomplished through various projects might be made 
for the purpose of determining what types of study are paying best 
returns. without raising the question as to division of responsibility 
for initiating and carrying through the project. The example cited 
above serves to illustrate this possibility. Determination of relative 
"alues, after all, is the prime question on which research-accounting 
should throw light. Though many of the returns are bound to be 
intangible. this fact should not excuse us from making what use we 
can of the measurements that are feasible. 

In this section we have made some progress on the problem "How 
much can a company afford to spend for research?" by examining 
the influence of nature and size of industry, integration. and the 
means available for measuring returns. \Ve have seen that standard 
budgets are not yet available because sufficiently comparable records 
have not been kept and collected. although a ie\\" actual expenditures 
can already be given, and furthermore, some notion of the expendi
tures of various companies can be gathered i rom reports as to num
ber of workers in their research lahoratorie~. 

CO-OPERA TI\"E RESEARCH. SCBSIDIES 

The shopping problem in research involves also another prominent 
item: the types of service available in the market. vVe can never 

quite decide what we are willing to pay, in any buying-situation, until 
we know what alternatives are offered. The research market is in
creasingly offering co-operative and commercial arrangements. The 
characteristics of these are worth some attention by the largest com
panies, and still more by smaller concerns. 

X otice first certain remarks of Dr. :'Iees: 

"The success oi private industrial laboratories has led to a beliei that co
operative laboratories would be equally successful. but this belief ignores certain 
essential aspects of the matter. 
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"\Vhen an industrial research laboratory is supported by a single manu
facturer it will be part of the competitive system of the industry, so that the 
manufacturer will be stimulated by competition against rival manufacturers in 
the same industry to use his laboratory to the utmost extent. Moreover, to a 
single manufacturer a laboratory has a considerable advertising value, and its 
possession is commonly used to instill confidence among his customers in the 
products of the factory. It also serves as a school for the training of skilled 
technical employee, who can be transferred to other branches of the business 
when necessary. Even when employees are not so transferred, the presence of 
a number of men acquainted with the industry, but with specialized scientific 
training, in daily close association with the other employees of the company 
cannot fail to be of value. Finally, a private laboratory can be entrusted with 
trade secrets of great value and can often take a valuable part in the executive 
direction of the business, especially where new products or methods are being 
.considered. 

"K one of these advantages exist in the case of a co-operative laboratory. 
It cannot by its very nature aid one manufacturer in competition with another, 
it has an advertising value only for the industry as a whole and not for the 
individual firm, it may train men for the industry but this is as likely to assist 
his competitors as any individual manufacturer. Furthermore, great difficulties 
attend the carrying out of work which involves trade scerets in any co-opera
tive laboratory, and few manufacturers would care to discuss their plans for 
the future with the officials of such a laboratory."22 

What, then, can be done by co-operation? Dr. Mees goes on 
to argue that trade association financing and management of research 
is most likely to be successful in regard to work on raw materials 

and uses of products, since these subjects are of very general inter
est in a trade. Processes and designs of products, on the other hand, 
are by nature much more competitive; they tend to develop trade 
secrets. Fundamental scientific research offers still another resistance 
to trade association operations, for it 

" .... is a difficult and slow business, from \\ hich little can be expected 
for many years, and the only product from such a laboratory at the beginning 
would be therefore a number of papers published in the scientific press and 
written in language which would quite possibly be incomprehensible to many 
of the business men who had each year to pay their assessment for the support 
·of the work. At first, no doubt. they would feel a certain amount of pride in 
the publications from their own laboratory, but this feeling is much less than 
would be the case if the work had been done in a private laboratory, .... 
. and one cannot help feeling that before long there would be a strong demand 

220 rgani.:;atiol! of Industrial Scientific Research, pp. 46, 47· 
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irom the industry that the laboratory should do something 'practical'. and that 
work on theory should be leit tn <nmennrly el<c."e3 

The latter tendency, he thinks, is also exhibited by the industrial fel
lowships of universities and other non-profit institutions-though these, 
to be sure, are free from some of the difficulties of research con
ducted independently by trade associations. Co-operation with govern
mental and other institutions, moreover, has certain disadvantages of 
its own, in the way of red tape, divided responsibility, and, in many 
cases, in lack of assurance that the companies contributing to the 
financing of a research shall have prior use of its results. In view 
of all these facts Dr. Mees gave his approval more strongly to the 
purely commercial consulting laboratory, in which the client's wishes 
as to secrecy, property, etc., are most readily satisfied. 

The difficulties enumerated are real difficulties; and it is evident 
that co-operative arrangements are not likely to supply all the research 
needs of large companies. They are not fitted to take the place of 
internal research departments in medium or large concerns; in fact 
any firm needs internal specialists, in order to apply to its own work 
effectively the discoveries made outside, by a trade association or 
otherwise. But co-operative research organizations clo supplement the 
internal divisions in many ways. especially through the temporary use 
of expensive facilities and expert personnel. Thus, many of our 
largest concerns are. found co-operating directly, for research, with 
institutions like the United States Bureau of Standards, Mellon Insti
tute, Forest Products Laboratory, and with professional organizations 
like the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. The Detroit Edi
son Company, for example, finances a number of projects annually, 
through the University of Michigan's Department of Engineering 
Research and other outside agencies. All these are supervised by the 
chief of the Company's internal Research Department. 24 

""OrgllJli:::atoll of /tull/strial Scientific Research, pp. 48, 49. 
:!4 Professor G. A. Young. oi Purdue L"niversity, recently stated that about 

50 American engineering colleges are carrying on organized research. Fifteen 
of these, he said, during 1924-25 received more than $500,000 through co-opera
tive relations with industry. Much of this is supplied by trade associations ~ 
ior instance, the American Railway Association has spent some hundreds of 
thousands in co-operation with Purdue and Illinoi5. The university bureaus 
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Co-operation appears at first sight to be pre-eminently the resource 
of small concerns; and the remarkable activities of the associations 
of bakers, printers, and laundrymen, for example, may seem to show 
that in fact they are turning to it. But we gather that even in these 
trades it is the larger establishments who are most interested; for the 
smaller are less likely to realize the need, or know when and how 
to use the result of co-operative research. The engineering and busi
ness research departments of the University of ~Iichigan have received 
material encouragement from local associations of gas makers, foundry
men, retailers, realtors, and the general manufacturers' association: 
but the interest of trade associations has increased rather slowly.25 

Scientific property. Questions relating to property in the com
mercially-valuable results of co-operative research are puzzling, and 
clear analysis of them is indispensable to the latter's full development. 
The principles involved come out most sharply in regard to patentable 
discoveries or inventions. Treatment of the individual researcher who 
is fortunate enough to make a saleable discovery is a large question 
in itself, but we are here concerned rather with the equities between 
the interests who underwrite the research (the business co-operator) 
and the public, in whose behalf the uniwrsity or other institution is 

conducted. 

The Mellon Institute's industrial fellowship system has been oper
ated for some twenty-two years, on the basis of allowing to the donor 
of each fellowship, if he so desires, exclusive knowledge and use of 

of business research have been assisted by many trade associations, especially 
of the mercantile sort, and to some extent by individual firms. (See their indi
vidual publications, most of which are listed in the l:nited States Department 
of Commerce's Market Research Agencies). 

The pamphlet on Co-operative IHdltstrial Research of the Chamber of Com
merce of the United States (1925) lists 81 trade associations and the projects 
on which each has conducted research. Over half of these mention co-operation 
with non-profit institutions, government and educational. 

The advantage of such co-operation to the latter institutions are also very 
considerable, in the way of contributions to science, more realistic teaching, 
and service to people who are in a position to influence grants of educational 
or governmental funds. 

25See Report of the Department of Engineering Research for 1924 (mimeo
graphed), p. 18. 
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results :,n:ured by the researchers on his project, for a brief term 

of years. I f patents are taken out, they are assigned by the research 
fello\\' to the donor. In this respect, then, the research fellow bears 
practically the same relation to the donor as would a salaried worker 
in the donor's own experimental lahoratory. There is the important 
difference, how eyer. that within three year (normally) the Institute 
publishes a monograph embodying the scientific results of the fellow's 
work. The system has been yery attractive to industrialists, espe
cially as to chemical problems. OYer r 30 fellows are now at work, 
supported by some $800,000 annually from donors; and the list of 
publications and patents for the whole period is impressive. 26 

The tax-supported institutions have not generally given terms so 
fayorable as these, to their business-concern co-operators. Research 
associates, paid by firms or trade associations to work co-operatively 
in the ~Cnited States Bureau of Standards, Forest Products Labora

tory, etc.. are required, like the regular employees of these institu
tions. to publish their important findings immediately, and without any 
resen-ation of private patent rights. Under this ,plan a considerable 
number of re~earch associates (6; in 1928; the system was started 
only a few years ago) have been placed in the Bureau of Standards, 
mostly by industrial concerns and trade associations. Over 10% (or 
~70,oool of the budget of the Cnited States Department of Agri
culture's Forest Products Laboratory has come, on the average, from 
commercial co-operators. 2

: The engineering research bureaus of state 
univer<.;ities appear usually to be guided by principles like those laid 
down by the trustees of the Cniversity of Illinois in 1918. These 
trustees hold title to all patents resulting irom such work, and prefer
ential licenses "may be" granted to the business concerns helping to 
finance a giwn investigation. with respect only to the fruits of the 
studies to which they have contributed. 28 Under present conditions, 

""The aooye statements are based on the text oi the blank fellowship agree
ment. the abstract oi the Fifteenth Anllllal Report of the Director, and the 
Institute's Bibliographic Series (Bulletin ~o. I, 1922). 

e'Based on private communications from both institutions, as well as their 
printed circulars. 

eSCniversity of Illinoi, Engineering Experiment Station. Circular .\'0. 9, 
pp. 18, 19. 
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~uch preferential Iicemcs (supposing the trt\~tee~ get::: : IWIll) arc> 
not of much busilJess yalue. Bl1~iness concerns do ilot L::c to depend 

nn the trustees for the unfamiliar tasks of defending the patents in 
court, in case of attack, and of taking the offensive in prosecuting 
infringers. If the "preferential" licensee bears these heavy costs of 
litigation, he benefits all other licensees almost equally with himself. 
The upshot is that these public institutions are somewhat handicapped 
in securing co-operators for research work from which there is any 
serious chance that valuable patents will emerge. But even in these 
instances, their peculiar resources often overcome this handicap.29 

Problems like these have not arisen so definitely in connection 
with co-operative commercial or business-economic research, doubt
less mainly because no patents can normally be secured from such 
work. That is, when no patentable results are ilwoh'ed. there is no 
clear focal point as to what sort of special advantage (if any) the 
donor should derive from the research which he assists. Neverthless. 
the problem of equitable division of benefits will need constant atten
tion in this field, as contributions from firms on a business-like. rather 
than philanthropic, or propagandist ba,;is are increasingly solicited.20 

But the larger range of co-operative research which is really 
worthy of non-profit institutions, will yield the private donor a very 
different sort of special advantage-and one whose legitimacy is not 
to be questioned. This advantage is the quicker use he can make of 
the research-results, as compared with his competitors, because his 
connection with the research is both result and cause of his unusual 

290ne part of the Mellon Institute plan could be adopted by other institu
tions with less difficulty than the patent policy; that is. the guarantee that the 
donor's private d~ta, revealed to the fellow to aid his research, shall not be dis
closed without the former's consent. Referring to the scientific monograph 
which is to be published after three years, the agreement specifies: "The sub
ject matter of such monograph shall not contain specific iniormation regarding 
the processes or methods of the Donor, but it shall be confined to a statement 
of new discoveries of scientific fact obtained by this Fellowship .. , •. [It} 
shall not contain data or information in regard to the cost of manufacture by any 
process revealed in such monograph," 

30Some discussion of this topic with reference to university bureaus of busi
ness research, is reported in the American Economic Review Supplement, March, 

1923, pp, 223-236. 
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comprehell~i(J1I of it~ problems, .\ good deal of the co-operative busi
ness re~earch done. to date. ~eell1~ to IJe of this character. The firm 
which iurni,he~ col1trilJUtiol1s for ,.;tudying labor turnover, or oper

c:ting expen3\::' t ,f a trade, is likely to IJe better able to apply the 
results to ih U\\n Lu"ine~s than is a non-contributor, because the for
mer knows 1Jetter "what it's all about", Perhaps this condition is duC' 
brgely to lhe bl'k ill 111uch internal research on these line~, It may 

be that d- lllternal re,earch dewlop~. problem" uf trade secrets and 
property in re~ldb of c"-operatiw commercial research will become 
increasingly formidable. 

In some co-operatiye researches. abo. the difficulty of property 

does not arise. because the \"idest possible use of the results is to the 
Imsiness a(hantage of the clonor. .\ number of the fellowships in 
the Lniyersity of ~Iichigan's Department of Engineering Research. 
such as those supported by gas and electric power companies, are of 
this character. They are directed toward ne\y uses, or new apparatus 
and proce.;ses. \\'hich i1l ~Ol1le degree will increase the market for 

gas and electric po\\'er. 

Briti"ll slfb'idi:::cd co-opcrati,'c J','scdrcli, British experience dur-
1l1g the pa~t clecade~ throws some yall1able sidelights on co-operatiye 

research. a~ \\'ell a~ on many other a"pect" of the problems we are 
considering, The (joYernment. through new agencies like the Indus

trial Fatigue Re~earch Board of its ?\Iedical Research Council, and the 
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, has subsidized and 

co-ordinated research relating to industry (principally of the natural
science and engineering yariety) on a national scale. The annual 

reports and other documents published by these bodies give compre
hensive vie\\'s of what is going forward in the \vhole Empire, always 
of course from the official standpoint. A few new laboratories have 
been built wholly or in part by the Government in the course of this 
campaign (for example. for studies on fuel. food, forest products, and 
building cOI1~truction) ; but the principal expenditures have been made 
in other ways. as through the National Physical Laboratory (analo

gous to our Bureau of Standard), and under direction of advisory 

committees on such subjects as radio, fabrics, adhesives, and dental 

materials. 
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~\ most interesting part of this program, from our present point 

of view, is the subsidies to trade research associations. In 1926 some 

25 of these associations (photographic, scientific instrument. woolen 

and worsted, motor vehicles, etc.) were operating. In general, they 

have been subsidized for fiye-year incubation periods on the "pound 

for pound" basis; i.e., the gOYCrllment contributes an amount equal 

to that which members of the association supply. These subsidic3 

range from $5,000 to Sso.ooo a year. Firms belonging to such an 

association may have individual work done at cost, may "use without 

charge or on reduced terms any patents resulting from research", 
and "recei\'e confidentially. in cOlwenient form, such results of re

searches as the Association decides not to publish openly·'.81 

~'\ few extracts from the Department's 1925-26 report will make 
its teaching more concrete: 

"The Railways . ... In our l'piEiun a central research organizatiun. ullder 
the joint control or the raihl'ay groups and equipped \<, stud,' scientifically the 
technical problems or railll'ay transport, \I'ould do much t" maintain efficiency 
at a high le\·el. It is too much to expect those raih'ay engineer, \\h' j h;ne 
important routine duties to undertake in their 'pClre time to gil"e detClilcd ,tudy 
to the introduction oi new methods and equipment which may be suggested J.,y 

ad\'anccs in science. The yalue or cc,-operatiye research on ~ai:way problems 
can be illustrated yery \I'eii by the results oi the work canied out under a 
scientific committee oi the Dejlilrtmel't on the stre"cs ,et up ill r3i1\l"ay bridgc,; 
by I11m'ing loads .... \\"ith the iull co-operation oi the rai1\l·ays. the chid 
c;l"il engineers oi \I"hich are member, or the committee. many experiment, !E,,'.! 
been carried l'ut, and the rcpnrt ,'1 the cnrmnittce. \I·h;ch \I'e belie\'c \1·j!1 prO"e 
oi first-class importance. \I·ill O\\"C it-; \'alue primaril,' to the cI,),,, c· ,-"!)("rati,,n 
oi practical men \\'ith scientitlc men oi the first rank .... It has Lccn S!]()\\'n 
that the stresses in bridges depend dJsel" on the de,ign or a IlJcnm, ,:i\ e. and 
verhaps for the fir,t time in history 10col11oti\'e and bridg-e en!!ifleers han' heen 
brought together in the attack on what is a common problem. The railway 
companies ha\"e borne Il<lli the direct cost of the inycstigations. ;l1ld ai", pro" 
vided the rolling stock and labor needed ror the iull sca:e explrimcnt:d \\·.'rk."::~ 

31Quotations are ircm the pamphlet on Co-opera/i.'" Illdus/"ial Nt'SL''''',!!, 
published in 192j by the Department oi Scientific and Industrial Research. p. 2. 

This pamphlet, (illustrated ... 6 pp.) which may be obtained irom the British 
Library of Information. New York, gives a resume of this whole subsidized~ 

trade-research~association experiment, to date. See Dr. ~fee; criticisms or the 
scheme, written in 1919. on pp. 43, 44 oi his book previously cited; and \'arious 
comments in Nature, e.g. Editorial on Team V/ork, April I. 1928. 

32Report of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (1925' 26) 
p. 31. 
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"The expenditure oi the lJriti"h Ce't\()n Indlbtry Rc,earch ,\""c1atilln, \\hich 
15 the largest in exi,tence, may be expres-ed in t~rm; oi !.200th oi a penn), 
un e\'ery pound oi cotton imports: the IJriu,il Cutlery Research :\ssoctatlon. 
which is one oi the smallest, has succeeded in r~iising irom the industry. by the 
painiul process of Yolulltary contribution-. an allnual iund oi fr.ooo ior co-opera
tin, i1l\'estigation oi nc\\' processes \\'hich \\c arc assured by prominellt mell 
ill the industry arc ntl'clccl to 5a\e it irc,m \'irtu~d extincti'Jll: the allllual lUlllis 
raised by indlHry jor the support oi the Briti"h Electrical and _\l1ied Indus
tries Research .\·, .. ciati"n :lre at pre,'L'llt eljui\'alcnt tn nnc penny 011 L'\'cry' 
2000 units oi lkctricity generated in this country, Our O\\n opinion is that 
the systeJl1 01 \'(_Ih~ntary C()!ltrihutifjl1S tu C()-upl'rati\Ol' rt::-l'arch a..;;...;/Iciati(il) .... i~ 

inarlequatt:, and \\'" are \';atching with interc<l the eth,rb iJt'ing made by ,ume 
<"ssociations to introduce ,ome kincl ui \'()Illntary or compulsory le\y on raw mate
rial, on manuiactllre, or on illlli\'idu~,i ,,~lt: ut,,", 

A further opportunity for trade and professional associations may 

be noticed, They are in a fayoraLle position to supply impartial and 

expert ad\'i~e as to where and hO\\' a member can get his researC:l 

needs most economically supplied. The Society of ~\utomoti\'e Engi

neer~. for example, l11ailllailb a rc~earch departmcnt in ::\'ew York. 
which function" ill thi~ \yay. 

Conceming outside research \york, then. we can say that an in

crea~il1g number of ne\\' specialized and expert ,C]'nces are comin~ 

up lor consideration by the entrepreneur of research for a gi\'en com

pany. The ordinary commercial relations, regarding research. with 

cu,tOll1ers or cOlllmercial laboratories pre"ent iew features unfamiliar 

to bu,illess mana:.;crs. Intt the truly co-operatiyc iorl!l~-yoluntary asso

ciations alld ill,]ustr:al il'llo\\',hil"-c-xhiLit Jltllllen)t1~ jlru~ and cuns, 

the force of \yhich \'ary according to the type of rc,;carch. lll\'('stiga-

;'tions on matter,.; of higllly c<)lllpetitiYe importance \\'ithin all indl1:'try. 

especially \\'hen re~ults are comprehensihle to competitors, bring ques

tions of property sharply to the front: these are specially suited to 

private and commercial organizations, There are other types, how

ever, such as studies of materials. protection of metals, and promotion 
of standards, in \\'hich co-operation is easier to sustain, 

ORGA:\IZ.-\TIO:\: CO-ORDl:\,'l.TIO:\ Of RESE.-'l.RCH ACTIVITIES 

Our next problem relates to the internal organization by which 

these numerous types of research and q\1a~i-research are managed tor 

33 I bid, p. 42. 
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the benefit of the individual concern. This administrative function 1S 

truly "entreprcneurial", or managerial in the full sense. It is con

cerned, not merely with securing competent technicians, and stimu
lating them to do their best, but above all with financial considerations
finding out, as nearly as may be, what sorts of research and researchers 
haye yielded most profit in the past, and deciding which show uest 
prospects for the future. Practicable means of systematic improve
mcnt, for all phases of the business, must IJe sought continually. The 
recent history of certain automobile companies illu~trates the danger 
of neglecting market analysis, for the product may become un saleable 
through change in consumers' tastes, eyen though it remains mechan
ically efficient. In small enterprises. of course, the progress-functions 
mu~t be combined with other managerial roles; whereas in large COI1-

cerns, in which the tendency is to\yard "a vice-president for eyery day 
in the week ", there are seYeral possibilities as to specialized direction . 

. -\mong the numerous matters \\"hich might be discussed unde( 
the head of organization are these prominent personnel-administration 
problems: How shall we find suitable research workers? How shall 
we pay, and otherwise stimulate them? Detailed consideration of 

these questions has not seemed quite worth the space it would require, 
for purposes of the present study. Some hints are indeed giyen in 
the following paragraphs on organization relationships as to types of 
people required; but many aspects of the vocational problem, like the 
capacities of women research workers, and suitable training and expe
rience, are definitely left aside . 

. \s to rewards, we may say briefly that the usual policy is to pay 
experimenters on the straight salary basis, in return for which they 
agree to assign to the employer, without special compensation. any 
patents to \\'hich they may become entitled through their work for 

"him. In order that the inventive group, as a whole, may reach the 

maximum of productivity in the long run, it is necessary that much 

l.1t1spectacular foundation work be done, leading to no patents: and 

such valuable inventions as do emerge are thought to be much more 

truly the product of the group than of the individuals who have the 

fortune to give the final patentable touch to the research. Further

more, there are many types of research--commercial, for example---
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which can never lead to patents; and in any case the precise value ot 
the individual researcher's product to his employer cannot be deter
mined. It is true that a considerable number of experiments in the 
way of bonuses and royalties to salaried inventors have been reported, 
and of course, salaries must be readjusted as often as there is good 
reason to think the individual's value has changed. Some workers are 
dearly much more valuable than others. The services of researchers 
as a class are so important that employers will bid high for capable 
individuals if they are sufficiently scarce. \\'e have some evidence, 
however, that research employees often think they are paid less than 
their product is worth, because frequently their work is so specialized 
that practically the employer has little competition for their services. 
In order to reduce this bad morale factor, it would seem that the man
agement should occasionally discuss the matter with the research work
ers, so that neither side can fail to be aware of the other's arguments.s. 

Of remaining aspects of research-organization, we select for exam
ination the following: (a) 'What devices for co-ordination have been 
tried? (b) What are the prospects of further unification toward ~l 

single "higher command" of all engineering, development, and re

search? ( c) \Vhat are the desirable relations between research and 
education? (d) How may both over- and under-centralization be 
avoided? 

As to devices already current, we may notice three mam types: 
(a) integration through a technical staff, under a high official; (b) 
committees (of executives) on research, development, and engineer
ing problems; and (c) special liaison officers for assuring teamwork 
in producing and utilizing improved practices. 35 

It is not uncommon to find the natural-science types of industrial 
research, as well as industrial engineering, in a technical division headed 

3'Some other angles oi this subject are presented in the \\Titer's "Sugges
tions from Employees", JIic/zigan Busilless Studies, I (~o. 3, 192j). Some 
further references are there given. A recent German publication 011 the topic, 
with special reference to the chemical industry. is Erfillderbctciligllllg, by Lothar 
Beckman; \'erlag Chernie. G. m. b. H., (Berlin, 1f)2j), 190 pp., including bib
liography. 

35Compare, with the following discussion, Organization of Industrial Scientific 
Research, esp. Ch. 4. 
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11\' a chief engineer or vice-president of engineering. In addition tu 
the examples giwn above, of this type of integration, we may men
tion the International Harvester Corporation and the Packard ;'Iotor 

Car Company. The Dennison Manufacturing Company has recently 
organized a major group called the Research Division, parts of which 
are the Research Planning Department. the Chemical Laboratory, the 
Rate Setting Department and :\Iethocls Section;;, :\Iany of the cre
ative ~pecialists are found in other branches of the company, how
eycr; in the Engineering division (developing, building, and maintain
ing plant), in the Economi, and Sales Research sections, and in the 
Personnel division. 

The ~ational Research Council's list of industrial research lab
oratories does not give data as to the steps by which the directors 
receiw authority and funds fr0111 the top, and apparently nowhere 
ebe has comprehensive information been published on the subject. 
In general it appears that all types of research units-laboratory, engi
neering, economic, personnel-usually have been added to existing 
business organizations in comparatively recent years. Hence they are 
likely to be administratiwly responsible to the officials \vho brought 
them into existence and who may be chief executives or executives 
ill any level of the line or ~taff organization. \ Y c certainly find 
them under the wings of all manner of production managers, gen
eral managers, sales directors, and what not. \ Ve rarely find even 
all the technical progress-work of a company (engineering. scientific 
research, methods-improvement, etc.) under single direction; and al
most never, a single co-ordinator of all engineering, both material 
and human. 

Such co-ordination as IS now accomplished is usually through 
cummittees, formal and informal. Informal committee action is exem
plified by the sort of co-operation which always spontaneously springs 

from the mutual interests of the departments. The production man

ager imports a chemist, let us say, provides him a laboratory and a 

few assistants, and tells him to find his job. The chemist must there

upon become something of a salesman, whose customers are the exec

utives of sales and advertising, as well as production, purchasing, and 

'so 011. Throughout every organization, alert people are continually 
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piercing the CIIIll]X1.rtl11ents which large-~cale operations and special

ization thrO\\" ahuut them. In the realm of formal committees, also. 

the possibilitie- are allllo~t elldle~~ a~ tu 10rm. but a iew outstand

ll1g types may l)e cited for illustration. In the "Continental ).Iachin

ery Corporatillll" (fictitious name I. there is a X e\\' \ \' ork Commit

tee, which bring~ together the chief research, engineering. produc

tion. and ,,~de- e~e(uti\"e~. for con~ideration of new producb. Regular 

meetillg~ are lwld il,rtllightly. \I·ilh mimeugraphed nhibit~. circulated 

to all member~ in a,l\'allce. The,;e e~hibib include snch material as 

letters from sales outposts. reports on e~peril11elltal investigations. 

ne\\' propOSltlOnS offered t(l the company for sale. and leading com

plaints. 

COl11l1littet actiun Ilotoriou,ly ba~ limitations. especially when it 

tries to get something for nothing: i.e .. to get sustained contributions 

to a group i rom individuab \\'h() are already o\'erloaded with their 

own speciabt duties. Hence ~l)l1le (J i the larger corporations han: 

established liais(J/l officers \\'ho,;e chiei jol) is co-ordination of prog

ress-work. ~llch a per,;on i,; often the full-time secretary of the type 

of committee \\'e l1ayc ju:'t noticed. For example. in the "Conti

nental ).Iachinen' Company". and also in the General )'10tor5 Cor

Jloration. there are secretaries to committees of production l11anager~ 

()r engineers from the yarious works. These secretaries cre to secure 

adoption. throughout the company. of improved methods disco\'t:red 

in any department or hranch. In another large manufacturing com

pany. a ,;ingle co-ordinator has recently been assigned this type of 

.iob in connertion with C( .-ordination oi the ~uggestion systems of the 

yarions plants. In the "Continental ).Iachinery Company", besides 

the deyice of the \'e\\' \\'ork Committee mentioned above, there is 

a man \\'110';(: job it is to foHm\' up the suggestions and complaint,; 

which the ,;ales di\'ision receiYes to see that the research and pro

duction people understand these suggestions and take adequate action 

on them. 

\\'e ha\'e had a birds-eye \'lew of some actual organizations, 

Xow for some reason-why; some discussion of pros and cons. Search

ing analysis of several points is to be found in a pamphlet, The 
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Place of Sales Research in the M arkctillg Orgalli::atioll,"" by Dr. C. 
F. Hansen, chief of research of the \V. T. Grant Company (a chain 
of 25 cents-to-one-dollar stores). Dr. Hansen properly has a good 
deal to say about man-specifications as well as job-specifications; for 
example, as the research movement develops, all executives will acquire 
something of the research outlook and method in their O\m \vork; 
and research directors must know the business in which they are 
working, as well as scientific methods in general. "If a statistician 
comes from a University to become the sales research director of a 
butter and egg company, he should become a butter and egg man." 
The first essential in his training, however, is accounting and statis
tical skill. Hansen further argues that the sales research unit should 

be directly connected with the highest managing officers of the com
pany, preferably the president or perhaps the comptroller. 

"The putting of the research department under the President, as a staff 
department, leads to impartiality of viewpoint and a lack of pressure from com
pany politics. It is most important, however, that the sales research work be 
under an officer who can give it intelligent support and who can use the results 
sufficiently to justify the payroll involved. If the Sales Manager meets those 
requirements best, by all means the sales research department should be under 
him." 

One objection to normal sales managers, however, ior this purpose, 
is that they "are so far removed from the bankers .... that the 
sales research division can render a real service by carrying the sales 
program to the point where it shows the amount of profit involved 
in each step in sales work". That is, the salesmen are absorbed in 
increasing volume of sales. and need independent check-ups on the 
cost at which variollS sales are secured. A similar position has been 

taken on several occasions by Dr. \Veld. 
The remarks just qlloted are directed primarily at marketing re

~earch. Do they apply in any degree to other types ~ :\re there 
net advantages to be expected from more comprehensive directors of 
research within companies-from further centralization? The prob
lem seems closely analogous to that of personnel administration. In 

36American Management Association, "Sales Executives" Series (Ko. 24, 
1926, New York). p. 18. Compare R. B. Flershem of American Radiator Co. 
Sales Research Withill the CompolI), (No.6). 
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the latter case, centralization as to general policies, records, and meth
ods has proceeded rather steadily: but oyer-centralization is always 
recognized as a real danger. The personnel director, of course, should 

aspire to make increasingly more efficient personnel managers of all 
executi\'e~ in his company: and if there is to be a general director 
of re~earch. so should he try to make industrial scientists out of 
e\'eryone in sight. But practically, the personnel director will hang 
(In to complete control of the personnel research as long as he can: 
and the research director \\'ill fight ior complete authority oyer all 
research personnel. Similarly with all other departments, Another 
obyious difficulty in the \\'ay of further centralization of research is 
the impo~sibility of anyone researcher understanding fully the work 
of more than a few others, Thus, a time-study man has little enough 
in common with a dye chemist. and each kno\\'S and cares still less 
about the computations of the market analyst. These barriers appear 
insuperable to Dr. ~Iees, who has written us on this subject in the 
following terms: 

"The, qUt'5tion [01 unification oi research-supervision] will depend, it 
seems to me, (,n t\\'O lactors, 1 I) the size and nature oi the business under 
consideration. and 12) the qualifications of the research director himself. If 
the company is a -mall one or c\'en oi medium size it is clear that the res each 
director \\ill han: a much greatcr field to cowr than in a very large company 
and that it \\'ill be easier ior him to cOYer it, since he will not be so pressed 
with the problcms arising in each ,ecti"n oi the work. In a large company, 
01' the other h;ind. the variety oi interests and the importance of decisions tend 
to produce great specialization, Thert: is. ho\\'ever, another factor which is 
the dominant one in this matter-all companies are short of first-rate men. 
:\' ow the research direct()r would probably rank intellectually' among the best 
men in the company ,ince he i, selected ior his ability and his training, and 
if he i" to he a good director oi research he knows the company's business on 
the teelmicaI side better than anybody else does. He not only knows the under
lying theory oi the business and its manu iacturing processes but he ought to 
know all about the sales opportunities. the de\,elopments in the business through
Ctlt the world. and be particularly well-iniormed as to the possibilities for new 
products, 

"Xow. ii he kno\\'s all this and is the kind oi man who can become an 
exectltiYe in any field ~xcept that oi pure research. there are few parts of the 
company in which his work will not be valuable and the question is not should 
he take up this or that piece oi work but which piece is the most pressing 
and necessary, 'Cnless the company's condition is such that it is in serious 
trouble ',';ith its employee-, the: urder of importance in which a research director 
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v;ill place mailer,; "'i 1 he '''l;l('\\'hal as I-olio\\'s: I I) P ,,>",' ',\ dn-el.\)
ments to be worked out a!Jcl p:ac~d 0;1 the market: (21 r",L,t:','h ,,~ti\'ities lea·l
ing to new developments in the iuture; (3) immediate \\'orks troubles; (4) 
research activities leading to improvement of works processes: (5) [Xlssiblc
expansion of sales and markets, especially with a view to ne\\' introductions: 
(6) organization matters; (i) cost and budget problems not only in his own 
but in al1 departments; (8) pcrsonnel matters. In addition to this he is likely 
tt; take an active interest in the publicity of the company and quite possibly 
write some of the technical matter himself. I don't think that most research 
directors in large companies will have much time to look aiter personnel rela
tions-it will take most of their time to deal with the first three or iour items 
that I have outlined above. 

"The analogy that you draw between a works manager directing a number 
of operations and a research director controlling a number oi matters is not 
quite just. A research director must understand the whole oi the scientific 
work that he is directing. He need not be as competent in organic chemistry, 
ior instance, as his organic chemist, or in physics as his physicist. but he must 
understand and keep up with organic chemistry, phY5ics, and phy,ical chemistry. 
and all of the other branches oi science and techniques with \\'hich he has to 

deal, so that he can be competent as a critic, and this will take a great deal of 
work. Ii he goes into other 11elels as I ha\'e suggested he \\'ill have to study 
economics and he \\'ill have to unrJer5tand the work:; prOCC'5l" and it is quite 
easy to widen the field until he is merely a rubber stamp and n(l longer really 
understands what he is doing, "-hen til" );;qTens he ceases t, J be a research 
director, and unless somebody else dves the \\'vrk. the bu,ine's ceao(' to prosper .. 

Yet several forces are seen to be working in iavor oi centralized 
supervision of all types. Xot many production managers or general 
managers can be personally skilled in all the operation5 in their charge, 
yet it is clearly necessary that the various supervi~ors should finally 
be co-ordinated by a single head or small board. At present the gen
eral manager is the final research co-ordinator; and the problem is 

merely whether he should have a single understudy for this field. 

in place of a number of part-time understudies on research. .-\nother 

unifying factor is the library facilities, which are indispensable to 

advanced research of any type, and in which there is some economy 

from centralization. The most important centripetal force. however, 

is the common foundation of scientific method and logic which under· 

lies all research. Dr. Hansen hit on this matter, in leading off his 

remarks on man-specifications: "The most important consideration, 

generally, in technical training, is that the man chosen should be 

accustomed to the logical and systematic method of tackling things 
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that is known as 'the scientific method'. If this man has had train

ing in engineering or in O;le of th:- <ciences. like physics or chem

istry, or in logic, he is likely to attack the problem in the rig-ht \\'ay 

when he enters the company." Engineering training. notice. is here 

held to be a good foundation for the development of sales research 

~kill. :\mong all the real sciences, a common body of mathematical 

and statistical concepts, like probability, correlation, and measures ami 
significance of variations from the "average", is becoming increasingly 

prominent. The many uses of training in the weighing of historical 

eyidence is another tie that binds. Ane! so the upshot is that there 

is more chance than appears superficially that research leaders may 

be deYcloped with sufficient familiarity with economic-statistical prac

tices. as \\'ell as \\'ith engineering and other natural-science funda

l1lentals. so that they can supenise the economical purchase or conduct 

of all sorts of research.37 

~uch a leader doubtless should not have charge of the acti"ities 
\yhich have become part of the routine of the business. such as mall1-

tcnance "engineering" and control testing (overloading \"ith routille 

duties is an outstanding and insidioll~ dall;":tT to all re"ca rch units): 

though he should 1)e able to use some of the equipment and person

nel in these lines-particularly in the testing and measuring divis

ions-ill creatiw research. so as to saw the cost of duplicate plants 

for the research division. .-\ great many variations are practicable. 

in the degrees of advice and authority which a head supervisor may 

have. as is illustrated already by relations of c11ief engineers and 

distant works engineers. The latter must always, to a considerable 

extent. be responsible to the local works manager. 

A.n argument against attempting to centralize the supervIsIon oyer 

all research within a large company, communicated to us by :'Iajor 

L. Crwick. lately Organizing Secretary of Rowntree and Co .. Lim

ited, has special authority because of the author's rare combination 

"'Only two actual organizations built along these lines have come to our 
attention; those oj Armour and Company and The Borden Company. Compare 
H. B. Bergen. ",,'hy Is an Office Manager?" M allagcmcllt Review, June, 1927; 
also "'. ]. Donald. "~fanagement Research Methods and Qualifications," Har: .. ard 
Bltsilless Re,·iew, \' (January. 1927), 149-156. 
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of theoretical study and practical experience. In part, this argument 
runs as follows: 

. Directly you give a man the title of research director, he is apt to 
think that it is part of his duty as an energetic executive to acquire some degree 
of control over every activity which can be described as research. Now, as 
you have found in looking through our own chart, immediately you try to organ
ize a business along modern lines, activities which are in some degree research 
activities grow up in almost every corner of the undertaking. The imposition 
of a research director into such an organization would result in a crop of 
demarcation disputes. 

":\Iy own view, and the view which we are trying to work up here, is 
that if Taylor's conception of the necessity for iunctionalizing the task oj fore
manship was sound, the same considerations apply with added force to the higher 
managerial control. That is to say, the main divisions of the business, though 
they may be expressed in two dimensions on a chart, are really not dimensional 
at all, but functional. The authority of the man who is responsible for sta
tistics runs wherever statistics are taken out in the organization, for that SUD

ject-and that subject alone. The authority of the man who is responsible for 
relations with operative labour runs wherever labour is employed in the under
taking, for that purpose-and that purpose only. As Taylor himself pointed 
out, this completely upsets the old organization theory that no man can serve 
two masters. Perhaps-more important still-it destroys all the old physical 
boundaries, the limits of geography and of processes, which defined areas of 
responsibility in the older forms organization. * * * 

":\Iy own view, for what it is \\'orth-and it is expressed in our organiza
tion-is that there is only one type of research which usually constitutes a 
separate activity, viz., the physical and chemical research arising out of the 
laboratory and engineering work of the organization. I believe this is best 
built up by a special co-ordinating unit operating under the general controller 
of both the engineering and chemical JUIlctions. 

"The kind of research which is required for every function should naturally 
flo\\' from the activities of the head of that iunction, financial control being 
secured by budgetary and similar procedures imposed by the appropriate func
tion. The final question of whether it is or is not worthwhile to employ, for 
instance, an economic research section, must rest with the president or final 
executive authority of the business, whatever its form. 

"X ow as to the question oj personnel. It may be argued that good research 
work requires a particular cast oi mind which is not frequently found in men 
who are also good executive officers. I believe this is decreasingly true. As 
you obviously recognize, there is a constantly increasing tendency among busi
ness executives to be grounded in the common statistical material of scientific 
method. But assuming that the men with research 'bent' are comparatively 
rare. I believe it is all the more important that the e~ecutives should be com
pelled 10 resume responsibility for this aspect of their function, and that the 
line and staff forms of organization break down completely on this one issue. 
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The line executive is traditionally a very busy man. It is one of 'his primary 
duties as he grows in responsibili' y. tn lc:lr:J tn be less busy. that is. to dele· 
gate and train others both to carry \out hi; wishes and also to do much oi his 
preparatory thinking for him. If he has not the research mind himseli. the 
best way to secure that he makes good this deficiency is to force upon him 
responsibility for progressive work within his function so that he is compelled 
to call assistance from a subordinate who has the research mind. 

"Secondly, a number of people are very interested with the staff idea
the conception being that research be done by a lot of people who are advisory 
to the line executives who take all responsibility. I wonder how line execu
tives who take this view think they are going to continue recruiting first-class 
minds for research work under such conditions? As you yourself note, a man 
who is fit to be research director is likely to be one a f the best men in the 
organization. Is he going to be content for two minutes to be merely advisory 
to a number oi more important line executives? I don't think so. He will 

, -" ••• ~" II.. "emand more executive responsibility and friction will be set up m 
ation in consequence. 

'wever, you organize on the functional basis, each of the functional 
e top and second line of the organization-has a perfectly definite 

. ion. His function is as essential to the well-being of the organ
next man. He has an opportunity for large-scale specialization 

I line, He should be given the opport,!nity for progress, and 
make a case for the employment of research staff on his own 

employed. \Vith the higher man an occasional change 
'n is probably essential if the supply of iuture general 
tained." 

y stressed by .M r. u rwick is, not that central 
research is an impossible task, but that better 
'Y holding each main executive responsible for 
: the business. Each one, in other words, should 
o ...l".,1 role-to keep operations going according 

at the same time to maintain whatever 
- t,;c .. fh,.; .. ~cy and provide for progress. 

ly as people become available 

easily be misled by the appear-
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sho\\" more interest in, and make more use of the \\"ork of their own 
research units than in the activities of central research organs. 

Still another argument pointing in the same direction is that no 
high-grade man in business should be exclusively a research worker. 
I f he is, he becomes too theoretical. He should have some part-time 
operating responsibilities to keep him in touch with practical needs. 

Some central sen-ices on research methods, nevertheless, are 
likely always to be useful. Co-ordination of the various progress
units is also clearly a long-run need. The office management move
ment has demonstrated that improvement methods developed by indus

trial engineers in manufacturing departments can be applied to advan
tage in offices; and we have many other proofs that "outsi 

who have made inventions in other fields, have some decided 

tages in open-mindedness over "insiders" who are ste 

preYailing operating methods and full of prejudices in f 

latter. This consideration suggests the need of il1Yestigal 

experience and of contacts between the different researc 

The educational relations also affect the p 

research. A number of the "institutes" set up 

such as the American Institute of Baking, carry 

for their industries, and at the same time con 

in their respectiYe arts. Sometimes these trade 

up in connection with universities; the meat I 

institutes are examples. An instructor of mech: 

Ford trade school worked with his mmils on.50 

designs for the factory. The gr 

of individual companies are held 

schools for non-research executivl 

the~e two functions is not intim<4 
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\\'ith arrang:emenb for utilizing men and facilities in both directions,'" 
One poim which has impressed the IJakers and laundrymen is that 
the re,;tarch ilHitutc can afford, better than individual companies, 
to maintain a "model" plant, kept up to date in all respects. Trainees 

\\"orking in such a plant may be expected to learn something of the 
best practices all around. as should young farmers in an agricultural 
college. :\lany of such "theoretical"' ideas. of course, are not fully 
grasped Ily the -wdent. or are really not commercially practicable. 
Hence the trainees mu~t later llnlearn these particular ideas in the 
school of hard knocks. 

~ol11e relati0n of re~earch to technical training 15 perhaps of 
yalue toward a\'oicling m'er-centralization of research. Superficially, 
it seems impo5.'ible to over-do the principle of letting experts stand
ardize the "one best way", especially where there is large quantity
production of identical units. The local man on the job has less 
"pecial training and equipment than these experts, hence apparently 
there is little chance that he can improve on their designs, But such 
speciali~ts sometimes need the assistance of fresher attacks on their 
problems. Their research must necessarily be somewhat sheltered 
from practical operating difficulties, and so occasionally they send 
out unworkable (,r uneconomical designs. They may be so remote 
geographically that suhmission of problems to them is discouraged 
or delayed. Finally. there is little doubt that many, if not all, workers 
outside the ranks of the experts are more interested and effective 
if they are encouraged to think ahout their jobs and try to improve 
the methods u~ed. For all the;;e reasons. it is desirable to promote 

something of the research spirit and capacity throughout the working

organization. _-\ numher of schemes. formal and informal, usin!5 

inciiyidual money re\\'ards or employee representation. are now cur
rent. all of \\'hich seem to have decided possibilities for developing 

such co-operation. They try to assure all suggesters that their ideas 

will 1>e ~i\'en unprejudiced consideration, and that any money value 

3&Dr. :\fees has written us: "In our industry there is a large number of 
the more promising young men both in the plant and in the office who have 
come from the Research Laboratory-this and the Accounting Department are, 
in fact. the chid sources of supply in the company." 
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these ideas may han~ Il,ill Ilc fairly divided lI<th tll~ ,~:: t:::':" ill<L

vidually or as a group, Such m~thods are e:;uca:lO,;~!:, '->i)~~:ally i~ 

suggesters are carefully criticized and instructed; and they represel]t 
a step in co-ordination of research, since alleged improvements from 
all over the lot are judged by a committee composed of experts from 

the various major divisions. 

\Ve have now noticed the existing variety of research organiza
tions, including committees and liaison people, as well as formal units; 
and seen some reasons for this variety. There is much to be said 
for allowing investigational units to sprout almost anywhere in an 
organization, in the service of executives who 5ho\\' themselves able 
to profit by such research. and it is most important that thc highest 
executives should have research service on the major problems of 
the business, Some drift is apparent toward a yice-president or 
assistant to the president in charge of the whole of the company's 
research, technical and development \"ork; but the decentralizing tend
encies are also very strong, Educational and research organs usually 
can be of special service to each other, 

DEVELOPING RESEARCH POLICY FOR AN INDI\'IDL\L Bl'sr:'>Ess 

\Vhat does all the foregoing material mean to the indiyidual man
ager who wants to improve his 0\\'11 research-situation:- ~ot much 
of an answer can be given unless we know his industry, the size of 

his business, what sort of people 'he already has. and the state of his 
company-politics, But we shall try to give him a few generalized 
hints, as to how he ~ay make allowance for all these ,'ariables and 
apply to his concern the discussions given above, 

The departmental heads of production, sales, etc., must be given 
large responsibility for systematic development of their arts, This 
means a considerable variety of provisions, because they will have 
differing ideas as to their individual research needs, and there is also 
a place for more general expert advice, toward finding where the 
best opportunities lie. How shall the general manager get this ser
vice? His industry, and the volume of his sales and profits, immedi
ately give some direction to the search, If his business is manufac
turing or industrial operations, clearly he must see that his engineering 
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design. inuu~trial engineering, control of quality, and so on, are in 
line with the be:-t economical practice. If he is a merchant, on the 
other hand, chemical research may haye little appeal to him; it is 
the commercial type he mainly needs. Large-scale marketing, in turn, 
as by a manuiacturer or jobber, calls for analysis of territorial quotas, 
types ot distrilmters, etc., which is quite foreign to the problems of 
a single retail concern. The latter's research will more naturally con
cern markets. personnel problems, testing merchandise, developing 
merchandise stanuards, and the study of comparative figures of simi
lar stores. Finally, if his business is chiefly financial, like banking 
and insurance, the first research needed will be mainly of an eco
nomic character, such as that directed at forecasting the course of 
prices or finding comparative costs of making various types of sales. 
The alert manager, however, will not content himself with the type 
of research which is most common in his line of business. He will 
remember that at any place where he has considerable repetition of 
motion of either people or dollars, there are probably chances of dis
covering unit-saving by research. Hence progressive stores and good
sized offices apply industrial engineering to their operations; and good 
practice in manufacturing demands research on market trends and 
personnel matters. as well as on technical production problems. In 
any industry the manager should consider whether, by research on 
problems of interest to his customers, he can profitably improve hi., 
relations with them. 

Knowing. then. in a general way what sorts of res~arch prob
ably offer most chance for gain, he should look for one or more ad
yisers to audit and improve his situation. How shall he get this 
service;- Commercial consultants will be easy to find, such as test· 

ing laboratories, industrial and accounting engineers, or marketing, 

advertising. and business counselors. Some of these would be able 

to save him their fees many times over, perhaps in part by training 
some of his own men for continuing specialized service, as well as 

by installing systems of improved routine. Advisers are also avail

able-and may well be used to check the opinions of others--outside 
the commercial field; in universities, professional and trade associa

tions, or government departments, for example: In whatever direction 
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he looks, Ol1r manat;er must e~till1ate the hreadth 111 their ll1ior

mation alJuut commercial and indll5trial research, their iall1iiiarity with 

practical business conditions (not too narrowly specialized). and their 

ability to keep uppermost in mind Ilis neeels, rather than how much 

sen'ice they can seli him. In a general way here. as i~l lC,:;ai anri 

medical matter", there i~ ~OI11e :uhantage in llllying' separately the 

expert acl\'ice and the com11lodities which the expc'!'t rccummenc!s, 

rather thaIl In gettiIlg (Jlle "iree" in connectioll \\'ith the purch:l~c oi 
the other. 

.\mong the yanous trade associations to \\'hich the manager Le

longs. there Illay \yell be at least one secretary or education directo~ 

\\'ho \\'<!ulcl be a "alliable counselor on research. In any ca-e the: prD

priewr is fairly safe in stimulating his traele a"sociatioll" \(1 prumote 

reo'earch. The assistance they can secure from llon-prohl in,tit\:tiol'<, 

like \lni\'ersitie~. profes~ional hlJ(lie~. and g-o\'crnment ilepartment'. 

a11110~t daily makes research more feasihle and attractiY<; to a."'lCia

tiOIlS. Limited groups offer still further po:'sihilitic,: f"r example, 

the ~l1lall group" of non-competing department stores \\'ho regularly 

(,xchange all manner of confidential fig-tIres, and securl' central all:1 

local re~earch director:, to help interpret the compari';;lw" It \\',)uld 

~eellJ that the co-operatiye husiness a""ociations \\'ho u"e the ~al1lC 

iLldc-l11arks and central adYertising and testing. each in his O\\'Il COlJ1-

munit\, (e.g, h:1kers. g'a"olint'-~tations. cleancrs. druggi,t", grucery

~tOrc group". cGlliectil\l1e~',. :l1,,1 ,hoc-dealers) 11a\'c Slwci:11 n]':'(lrtul1i

lies for co-operatiye re"earch at lo\\' co:'t to each mCl11hcr.:'· 

It is easier. no doubt. at present to find specialist.:: 011 a cO:11]1ara

tiyely narrO\\' range of research. than to fine! broad-gauge experts 

,\'110 know hmv to fit together the specialties required for the COl11-

bination most suitahle to .T 01111 Doc, Hence he \\'ill do \\'t:cl1 :" play 
one speciali~t against ~e\'Cral others. in the effort to halaJ1CC hi" pro

gram. unless anel until a new crop of specialists emerge. \\'hl) really 

30.-\ project oi this kind. whereby twenty Pacific Coast coniectioners are 
jointly to use the trade-name "Candy Associates" is jmt reported. :-Ianufac
turers and retailers of footwear in :\"ew England have organized a $1.000,000 

corporation "to bring chain-store advantages of skilled management, massed 
buying, scientific merchandising and store control, to the benefit of the independ
ent shoe retailer". 
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arc capaLie ot dealing with indu~trial and cUIlll11crcial rc,carch a~ 'l 

\\'h"le, Yet this difficulty is easily exaggerated, tor already many 

of the natural-science consultants are doing something on the market

ing ~irJe, and a ft\\, adyertising ageilcie~ utilize technical research i: 

iJehal f of their clients, The indlHrial engineering and cost aCC(Jllnt

in:; con"lllta!1t~ han' 1(J11g a,pire, 1 t" a, lll1ini~tcr tr)lJic~ tlJ all Lr~\llc1w, 

of the IJU~illec'eo' to \\'hich they gaine,l accc,~, from production thruugh 

per~onllel to finance, accollilting, and ,alec, The\' are quitc righe 

ill cll1pha,izill!..: the interani(m uf illll,r'J\'~'d lllethrj,!, in all the'l' du

lll;,in~, and doulJtless tl1l' Il1cth'J b they rl'c(J1lll11end are urtlinarih' Le:

ter than they find \\'hen thcy l'!Itl'l' thc ,hups of tl1l'ir cLlstu:mT', ,\ 

good deal oi thl' IJe't rc,earch, likl' that in clltting l11etals and se1cct

ing e1l1ploye6, h0' certainly ;.2T')\\il !Jut of the scielllitic Jl1anage11Jcll: 

Jl10yement. Alll' Jllg presc1lt-day practitioners \\'ho "doctor sick l.Jl1~i

ne'ses", hO\l'eyer, are m<Lny \\'110 haye little comprehension of really 

careful :'ciclltific re,carch uf a!ly k;li'l. ,\c::!ill it may lJ~ ~\.lgge~tl'(j 

that trade a'~uciati(Jn re,earch directors ha\'e "trong incentives toward 

taki1l.~ all ail-aI" Jtll:d yin\' (It Luth l\.'\.'hnical and \.'cJllll11l'rcial reo'earch 

proJI1e1l1s ill their re~pectiye inclu,tri,:" The :itcratlJre Oil trade asso

ciation research ,h I\\" tklt all tYIJl- arc k'il1g lackh <l: thlue;h it 

m:l\ Le c10uLteri 1 i any 011C :t,'uciatiull i~ yd co\erine; ib ~rol111cl 

lL''l'(Ju~hly, 

'\' \ye hay" ,u;.2~e'ted, the pruper kdallce ),e[\\'l'Cll internal and 

external rl',eardl :t:';l'lK:,t> j, :~ hi,g'h:\ yariaLie at'i':,ir, Tho' "w,idc 

,;erYICCS ayaila1Jlc-com:l1ercial. ,,"oycrlJl1lcntal. eclucatiun:tl. and trade 

a~sociation-are !lIultiplying rapidly, and they are lJeing used cffec

tiye1y !JY the large"t as \Yell a~ the sl1lalle~t CClI1CernS, How m:tl1Y and 

\\'hat sort of internal researchers a giyen CC\llCern needs depencls COll

sideraLly on how ia\'orahly it can buy such sen'ices ready-made as COI11-

pared with its internal cost of production, ,\nd the latter, of course, 

depends a good rleal on the yolume it requires, If, because of small 

\'olume of trade or other clisadyantages, a metal factory can buy 

castings more fayorably than it can make them, it needs not lJegrudge 

the "profit" which its supplier makes on the transaction: and for sim

ilar reasons consultants' or fIt her outsider~' research sen'ices are 

often advantageous to their clients, Sometimes, as we emphasized 



MICHIGAK BCSIKESS STCDIES 

in discussing co-operative research, the element of secrecy 15 import
.ant. and practically dictates the employment of a commercial con
~ultant or of private investigators, instead of collaborating with a 
university, trade association, or government bureau. In other cases 
the amount of secrecy which is really essential can be arranged with 
the latter types of organization. 

The manager's faith is often severely tried by the long time 
which usually elapses before a new research-project can show profit

able results. He will be tempted to divert part of the research staff's 
time to work of more routine nature which needs to be done immedi
ately. This diversion is advantageous for the time being, but it may 
.cripple the goose which eventually would lay golden eggs. 



APPE2\DIX 

:NOTES ON CHART OF ROWNTR£F: AND CO~IP.\NY, LDIITI:;D 1 

A. Ecollomic and Business Research Department, prepares monthly 
reports on bu:oiness conditions, follows up competitors' results, 
follows statistics of prices of ra\\' material and of purchasing power 
of areas. Co-operates with: 

Purchasing (raw material prices) 
~Iarketing (sales estimates) 
Finance Director and Board (business forecasting) 

"Uses London and Cambridge Economic Service. 

B. Statistical basis of all production improvements. A.ssists: 

Statistical 1Ianager to suggest lines of investigation. 

C. Statistical basis of all imprO\'ements in selling methods. Pub
lishes weekly bulletin of general ~elling figures and special studies 
of lines of special interest. ell-operates with: 

Statistical ~Ianager, as above. 
Sales ::\1anager, and 
:vlarket Research. 

D. 11Idustrial Ellginccrillg. A small section of three or four engi
neers kept separate from maintenance work and at the disposal 
of (F) Research Group Manager. 

E. Chemical Laboratory. Provides personnel at the disposal of the 
Research Group Manager (F), does basic research, and also has 
.-\nalytical and Production Sections, the latter engaged in the 
control of extraction plants and similar chemical processes. Co
operates with: 

Purchasing, analyzing of materials. 
Progress, keeping tests. 
Research Groups, investigation of productive processes. 

lSee pp. 8-9 above. 
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C "eo' Con fectionery Trade Research Association and other Tech
nical Associations. 

F. Research Groups. Operates in each Production department, and 
also for separate questions such as power. They usually consist 
of representatiYes of Engineering, Chemistry, and Production 
control, co-ordinated by the Research Group :Manager. 

G. Orgallizing Secretary undertakes research into methods of organi
zation and systems, sometimes carried out by means of special 
research students, and has one permanent assistant. Also handles 
control of executiye personnel, involving job analysis, grading, 
and similar research work. One assistant. Uses Management 
Research Group No. 1. 

H. TecJlltical Library. Co-operates with all departments in keeping 
published information on file, extracting journals, etc. 

K. Stalf Control. Does some research work into figures of sick
ness, absences, salaries of clerical and minor technical staffs, etc. 

L. 0 !fice Plannillg. Maintains a small staff of investigators pre
pared to go into any department to investigate clerical methods. 
Also undertakes research work on forms, office machinery, etc. 

M. Design Mallager. Assists Progress Manager in supply of boxes 
and decorations for regular and seasonal trade. Constantly watch
ing for ne,," designs. Co-operates with Purchasing in supply and 
noyelty sections of department in bringing forward accepted lines 
to the stage of production. 

~. Xoz'elty Sections. One such section 111 each department is con
stantly occupied in trying to produce ne\,' can fections, or in work
ing on ideas suggested by the Progress Manager or Marketing 
Manager. 

O. Time Study. Has representatives 111 all Production Departments 
engaged on analysis of operations and timing thereof. Co-oper
ates ,,·jth \Vages Section (T), by supplying the material on which 
rates are fixed. and with Managers of all Production Depart

ments. 
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P. Creative Ad7}ertisillg Section. Co-operates with Design (M) to 
secure that new designs for boxes as produced accord with the 
Company's publicity policy. Has a staff of artists and crafts
men engaged in producing new ideas for window decoration and 
display. Also co-operates with Progress :Ylanager on new lines. 

S. Market Rescarch. Chiefly employed in producing sales estimates 
in co-uperation with Sales Statistics (C). Marketing Manager 
has two assistants \\'hu ~oll1etillJes undertake field researches. 

T. Wages S ectioll. Assists the Labour Manager by examining the 
statistics supplied by the Wages Section. Investigations into wage 
methods used in other concerns, and general questions of wage 
adjustment. 

V. Psychological De parfment. Undertakes selection, motion study, 
and training. The training is undertaken by specially selected 
staff situated in the Production departments working in close 
co-operation \\'ith the Production Department Managers and 
Overlookers. 

W. Medical Dcpartment. Investigates working conditions in all De
partment." as well as maintenance of health of personnel. 

X. Suggestion Schcmc COl/l1l1ittee. Reports to Central Works Council. 

Y. Psychological Committee. Also reports to Central Works Council. 
This was set up to guide the Psychologist in the establishment of 
the Department. 

Z. Special Committee all Clzorolate Creams was set up to investigate 
a particular difficulty in connection with the cost of the produc
tion of chocolate creams. 
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